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2023 NIGHT SKY ALMANAC
A Month-by-Month Guide to North America’s 
Skies from the Royal Astronomical Society  
of Canada 
Nicole Mortillaro

A portable guidebook for enjoying the night sky in 2023.

2023 Night Sky Almanac is the ideal resource for both novice and 
experienced sky watchers in the United States and Canada, with all the 
advice, information and data that enthusiasts need to understand and 
enjoy the wonders of the night sky.

This in-depth guide first introduces readers to the objects in the sky 
— from stars, to comets, to globular clusters — and then takes them 
through the cosmic events to look out for each month in 2023, with sky 
maps, moon phase charts and info about the planets. The book also 
features:

• Methods for using your hands to measure angles in the sky
• Information about binoculars and telescopes
• A glossary of terms
• A list of helpful resources
• Full color spreads of the monthly attractions.

2023 Night Sky Almanac is both a comprehensive introduction to 
astronomy and a quick reference book for more experienced sky 
watchers who don’t want to miss a thing. Its compact size means it’s 
perfect for taking on an “astro-vacation” or simply sky viewing in the 
backyard.

The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada (RASC) was founded 
ad hoc in 1868 and incorporated in 1890 with a dual membership of 
professionals and amateurs. It has 29 Canadian chapters and over 
5,000 members. The Journal of The Royal Astronomical Society of 
Canada is entering its 115th year of publication, and the RASC also 
produces a number of other publications and guidebooks.

Nicole Mortillaro is an avid amateur astronomer, author, editor, Senior 
Science Reporter for CBC News and the editor-in-chief of the Journal 
of The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada. She is the author of 
Saturn, and lives in Toronto, Ontario.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0373-8
paperback  $14.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

120 pages
6 × 8¼
photographs, sky maps, 
diagrams, glossary, 
resources

Rights: World

Previous edition
2022 Night Sky Almanac (paperback): 978-0-2281-0326-4

ASTRONOMY

Also available: 978-0-2281-0407-0
10-copy counterpack  
$149.50
Ctn qty: 1
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Essential astronomy titles

THE BACKYARD ASTRONOMER’S GUIDE
Terence Dickinson and Alan Dyer 

“A crowning achievement” — Sky & Telescope

This classic, groundbreaking guide has been the go-to field guide for 
both beginner and experienced amateur astronomers for nearly 30 
years. The fourth edition brings Terence Dickinson and Alan Dyer’s 
invaluable manual completely up-to-date. Setting a new standard 
for astronomy guides, it will serve as the touchstone for the next 
generation of stargazers as well as longtime devotees.

416 pages · 9 × 11 · 978-0-2281-0327-1 · $49.95 hardcover
Rights: World

HUBBLE’S UNIVERSE
Greatest Discoveries and Latest Images
Terence Dickinson  

The first edition of Hubble’s Universe displayed 300 pages of high-
resolution celestial portraits selected by bestselling astronomy writer 
Terence Dickinson from the initial 22 years of the Hubble Space 
Telescope’s exploration of distant galaxies. With the telescope now 
at the apex of its imaging capabilities, this second edition adds 
another chapter with more than 36 completely new images, including 
the first publication of a four-page fold-out of the Andromeda Galaxy, 
the nearest spiral galaxy to Earth, revealing more than one million 
individual stars.

332 pages with gatefold · 10 × 10 · 978-1-77085-997-5 · $39.95 hardcover
Rights: World

4th Edition

NIGHTWATCH
A Practical Guide to Viewing the Universe
Terence Dickinson

The first three editions of NightWatch sold more than 600,000 
copies, making it the top-selling stargazing guide in the world for 
the last 20 years. The key feature of this classic title is the section of 
star charts that are cherished by backyard astronomers everywhere. 
Each new edition has outsold the previous one because of thorough 
revisions and additional material. 

192 pages · 11 × 10¾ · 978-1-55407-147-0 · $35.00 wirobound hardcover
Rights: World English

ASTRONOMY
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WEATHER A-Z
A Dictionary of Weather Terms
The Royal Meteorological Society

“We all like to complain about the weather, but no one wants to do 
anything about it.” — Mark Twain

Knowing what it is will be a start. Some weather terms are basic and 
obvious.

We all know what a cloud, an iceberg or a tornado is. But do we know 
how tornadic wind works? How an El Niño oscillation affects weather 
far away from it? Where do monsoons come from, and what is Absolute 
Zero, Lake Effect Snow, Sea Smoke and the Weather Bomb that hit 
Boston on January 29?

This dictionary of common and less-known scientific terms about 
weather and the phenomena resulting from weather dynamics will 
interest all the people fascinated by weather — and there are many. In 
addition to approximately 1,000 weather terms explained and illustrated 
with color photographs, there are 14 large “features” that thoroughly 
show and explain the workings of:

• Aurora
• Cloudspotting for Beginners
• El Nino Southern Oscillation
• Green Flash
• Halo Phenomena
• Jet Streams
• Lightning
• Monsoons
• Nova Zemlya Effect
• Rainbows
• Snow
• Tropical Cyclones, Hurricanes and Typhoons
• Tornadoes
• Virga.

This compact and colorful book will be a great window-side reference.

The Royal Meteorological Society is the UK’s Professional and 
Learned Society for weather and climate. It works to strengthen the 
science and raise awareness of the importance of weather and climate, 
support meteorological professionals and inspire enthusiasts.

It plays a key role as the custodian of both the science and the 
profession of meteorology in the UK and has an important role to play 
internationally as one of the world’s largest meteorological societies. 
The Society is owned by its membership but exists for the benefit of all. 
Programs of work are broad and diverse, with activities and events held 
for members, the general public, educators, policy and decision makers 
and the wider meteorological and climate community.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0396-7
paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

AUGUST

160 pages in color
6¾ × 9
60 full color photos and 
diagrams

Rights: U.S. & Canada

SCIENCE
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WEATHER
A Force of Nature
The Royal Meteorological Society

A collection of unforgettable images of dramatic weather events 
around the world.

Our climate is changing. “Climate” is weather averaged over a period 
of time, usually 30 years. We experience “weather” every day, but 
over time the accumulations in the changes in daily weather add up to 
climate change. Climate is what you expect but weather is what you 
get.

The photographs in this book are the best of a worldwide, five-year 
long competition that received over 10,000 submissions of dramatic 
weather phenomena from 29 countries — every corner of the world.

Every picture is beautiful to look at and interesting meteorologically, 
but each is accompanied by a descriptive text that explains what you 
are seeing and why you are seeing it in this place and at this time. The 
images are grouped under five different themes:
• The changing climate
• Extreme weather
• The oceans
• The poles
• The impact of climate on life.

And there is an introductory essay for each section describing the 
context of these phenomena.

With depictions of rare weather events and common ones that most 
of us can’t explain, this book will thrill weather enthusiasts and inform 
people curious about weather events everywhere.

The Royal Meteorological Society is the UK’s Professional and 
Learned Society for weather and climate. It works to strengthen the 
science and raise awareness of the importance of weather and climate, 
support meteorological professionals and inspire enthusiasts.

It plays a key role as the custodian of both the science and the 
profession of meteorology in the UK and has an important role to play 
internationally as one of the world’s largest meteorological societies. 
The Society is owned by its membership but exists for the benefit of all. 
Programs of work are broad and diverse, with activities and events held 
for members, the general public, educators, policy and decision makers 
and the wider meteorological and climate community.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0394-3   
plastic-laminated 
hardcover with jacket  
$35.00
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

192 pages in color
10 × 10
120 color photographs, 
bibliography, index of 
photographers

Rights: U.S. & Canada

SCIENCE
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PLANKTONIA 
The Nightly Migration of the Ocean’s  
Smallest Creatures
Erich Hoyt

When people hear the word “migration,” they think of animals that 
move from a feeding area to a breeding area and back each year. 
But the greatest migration on Earth happens twice every night. The 
movement is largely vertical and performed by plankton followed by 
predatory fish, squid, octopus and other species that have acquired a 
taste for plankton. The migration starts deep in the waters of the ocean 
at sunset. As they move, the plankton nibble on plant plankton and 
other tasty morsels in the water and, eventually, some on each other. 
The feeding ends just before dawn when the plankton retreat to the 
depths of the ocean to hide during the day until the next evening, when 
they migrate back up the water column. 

In Planktonia, Erich Hoyt invites readers to dive into the dazzling 
nighttime ocean. Countless microscopic plankton — larval creatures 
such as ornate ghost pipefish, left-handed hermit crabs and bony-
eared assfish — ascend to the upper waters to feed, returning to the 
depths before sunrise. These tiny planktonic creatures are delicate and 
beautiful; some look terrifying; and most look nothing like the creatures 
they will become as adults. This great vertical migration attracts larger 
adult creatures, too, from the solitary 6-inch (15 cm) bigfin reef squid 
and the fierce and hungry 6½ foot (2 m) female blanket octopus, which 
is up to 40,000 times heavier than her male mate. Everyone comes here 
for the midnight feast, and they are all ravenously hungry.

Chapters in this book include:
• Hawai’i: From Bluewater to Blackwater
• Awesome Anilao
• The Gulf Stream Procession of Life
• Blackwater White Sea
• Precious Life of Plankton
• Blackwater Unlimited
• From Blackwater Passion to Protection.

All life in the ocean depends on plankton. Plankton plays a key role in 
sequestering carbon against climate change. The great nightly vertical 
migration highlights the importance of protecting not only ocean 
species but also ecosystems that embrace ocean processes from the 
depths of the sea to surface waters. 

Erich Hoyt has spent much of his life on or beside the sea, working 
with whales and dolphins and marine conservation in the world’s 
oceans. A noted conservationist and scientist, he has written 24 books, 
including the acclaimed Orca: The Whale Called Killer; Creatures of the 
Deep; Encyclopedia of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises; Strange Sea 
Creatures; and the children’s book Weird Sea Creatures. He lives in 
Dorset, UK.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0383-7
plastic-laminated 
hardcover with jacket  
$35.00
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

176 pages
10 × 10
150 color photographs, 
glossary, index

Rights: World

NATURE
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NATURE

Also by Erich Hoyt:

Strange Sea Creatures
978-0-2281-0297-7
plastic-laminated hardcover with 
jacket  $24.95
128 pages

Creatures of the Deep
978-0-2281-0329-5
paperback with flaps  $29.95
300 pages
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THE SECRET LIFE OF FLIES
Erica McAlister 

“Dr. McAlister has captured her affection for the Diptera in The 
Secret Life of Flies, a short, rich book by turns informative and 
humorous, both a hymn of praise to her favorite creatures and a 
gleeful attempt to give readers the willies.”
— New York Times

“An enjoyable and informative read. Highly recommended for 
anyone interested in biology and in particular those intrigued by 
entomology and zoology.” — Library Journal 

Stories and science about nature’s most complex, crucial and 
highly adaptive insect. 

The Secret Life of Flies takes readers into the hidden world of 
snail killers, con artists, crazy sex and a great many silly names. It 
dispels common misconceptions about flies and reveals how truly 
extraordinary, exotic and important are these misunderstood creatures. 

There are 10 chapters: 
1. The immature ones — Squirmy wormy larvae can be just a bit 

unnerving. 
2. The pollinators — Those annoying No See Ums, or midge flies, 

are the only pollinator of the chocolate-producing cacao tree. 
3. The detritivores — These garbage eaters are often fluffy and thus 

water-repellent, good for a life spent in a sewer. 
4. The vegetarians — Entomological spelunkers, many of these flies 

prefer plant roots. 
5. The fungivores — The mushroom eaters include the dark-winged 

fungus gnats.
6. The predators — Here are the most devious and imaginative 

methods of luring, capturing and eating prey. 
7. The parasites — Their methods of survival are often disgusting 

but the evolutionary genius is admirable. 
8. The sanguivores — Exactly why do we have blood-sucking 

disease-spreading mosquitos? 
9. The coprophages — The champions of dung, detritus and other 

unpleasant things. 
10. The necrophages — The body eaters without which we would be 

in a most disagreeable situation. 

In clear language, McAlister explains Diptera taxonomy and forensic 
entomology, and describes the potential of flies to transform their 
relationship with humans from one of disease vector to partner in 
environmental preservation. She has a wonderful knack for storytelling, 
deftly transforming what could be dry descriptions of biology, 
reproduction and morphology into entertainment. She takes readers 
to piles of poo in Ethiopia by way of underground caves, latrines 
and backyard gardens, and opens the drawers at the Natural History 
Museum to rhapsodize over her favorite flies. 

Erica McAlister is curator of Diptera at the Natural History Museum, 
London, UK. 

NOW IN PAPERBACK

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0392-9
paperback  $24.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

248 pages
5½ × 8
90 full color photographs 
and illustrations, further 
reading, index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-1-77085-809-1

NATURE
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CARIBOU
Wind Walkers of the Northern Wilderness
Mark Raycroft and Pili Palm-Leis

Featuring more than 140 spectacular photographs of this 
magnificent animal.

The story of the contemporary caribou begins during the last Ice Age, 
over two million years ago. This origin is appropriate; the caribou 
are rugged survivors, forged by icy terrain and windswept snow, 
enduring some of the coldest and harshest environments on the 
planet. Illustrated with exquisite photographs by famed wilderness 
photographer and writer Mark Raycroft, Caribou: Wind Walkers of 
the Northern Wilderness celebrates this fascinating and breathtaking 
animal.  

Calling tundra and boreal forests their home, there are over 2.5 million 
caribou worldwide with 15 subspecies, the largest of which is the 
boreal woodland caribou, found in Alaska and the north of Canada. 
Revered, hunted and domesticated by cultures across the globe for 
thousands of years, caribou (also known as reindeer) migrate farther 
than any other land mammal in search of food, with some having 
been documented traveling 700 kilometers. With its towering antlers, 
weather-resistant coat of fur and ability to forage lichen and fungi 
buried deep beneath the ice and snow, the caribou are an awe-inspiring 
symbol of perseverance. 

Chapters include: 
• In the Company of Caribou
• A Brief History of the Species
• Caribou Ecology
• Migration and Range 

Caribou: Wind Walkers of the Northern Wilderness is perfect for 
lovers of nature photography and those who wish to get personally 
acquainted with one of this world’s most hardy and fascinating 
creatures. 

Mark Raycroft is a professional wildlife photographer and biologist 
based in Ontario, Canada. He has spent over 25 years photographing, 
filming and writing about caribou. His work has been featured 
worldwide in a range of publications including National Geographic, 
Canadian Geographic, Canadian Wildlife, Outdoor Canada, Field and 
Stream, Ranger Rick, Outdoor Life, Backpacker and Wild magazines. 
He also authored the award-winning book Moose: Crowned Giant of 
the Northern Wilderness.

Pili Palm-Leis is a published author, artist, nature lover and advocate 
for planet Earth. In her time spent in the presence of caribou, Pili has 
come to love and appreciate these peaceful animals.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0397-4
paperback  $24.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

160 pages
9 × 10
100 full-color 
photographs

Rights: World

NATURE

• The Role of Antlers
• The Rut 
• Conservation and the Future 
• Photographing Caribou.

Also by Mark Raycroft:

Moose: Crowned Giant of 
the Northern Wilderness
978-1-77085-966-1
paperback  $19.95
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ASTOUNDING MUSHROOMS
Alain Bellocq
Photography by Jaroslav Malý

“Beautiful … we’re given a glimpse into the wild world of 
mushrooms that exists like another realm beneath our feet. With 
over one million species of mushrooms said to exist worldwide, 
this book shows us some of the world’s most diverse.… There is 
much in nature that goes unnoticed on a leisurely afternoon trek of 
the woods. Astounding Mushrooms inspires us to explore with new 
vision. You won’t wander the same way after reading.”
— Ontario Nature Blog

A heartfelt appreciation of the beauty and diversity of fungi.

Astounding Mushrooms features gorgeous full-color photographs of 
more than 200 mushroom species in their wild habitats. The close-up 
images reveal every size of growth, every shade of color, every shadow 
of silhouette and every detail of texture. Chapter text sheds light on 
this unique living species, neither animal nor plant. Concise captions 
identify the mushrooms and provide further description of their biology.

As Astounding Mushrooms reveals, mushrooms are astonishingly 
diverse. Shapes include buttons, nests, fans, feet, clubs, hooves, 
trumpets, mesh, tentacles, stars, tubes and spines. Textures are 
smooth, shiny or pimpled. They can be dry or wet, edible or deadly. 
Nuanced colors and blushes include yellows, reds, blues and greens. 
They may be speckled, stinky, slimy, hairy or fuzzy. Some wear a hat,  
some a “skirt”, and some can even move.

Wild mushrooms are enjoyed by an increasing number of locavores, 
vegans and wild food enthusiasts. Chefs everywhere are foraging 
wild foods, including mushrooms. Mushroom hunting tours have 
become popular, and mycolophiles are sharing their enthusiasm and 
identification tips online. 

Astounding Mushrooms invites readers into the extraordinary fungi 
universe. 

Alain Bellocq is a mycologist specializing in the study of the Inocybe 
genre. Bellocq trained with Marcel Bon, a mycologist of worldwide 
reputation. He is president of the Association Mycologique de l’Ouest 
de la France and secretary of the Observatoire Mycologique.

Jaroslav Malý is a mycologist and member of the Czech Mycology 
Society. He created a mycologist club near Prague in Melnik, where 
he lives today. His photographs are published regularly in journals and 
books. 

NOW IN PAPERBACK

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0386-8
paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

AUGUST

200 pages
7¼ × 7½
200 full color plates

Rights: World English

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-1-77085-574-8

NATURE

Wood hedgehog
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THE MINERALS ENCYCLOPEDIA
700 Minerals, Gems and Rocks
Dr. Rupert Hochleitner

Mineral collecting by amateur “rockhounds” has never been more 
popular. Old quarries, road cuts, and exposed landscapes are being 
examined by new generations of minerals enthusiasts. Each needs a 
comprehensive guidebook with clear photographs and accurate data. 
This is it.

In a thick but handy format, more than 700 different minerals and 
rocks are grouped by color (for ease of location in the book) — blue, 
red, yellow, brown, green, white and black crystals; brown and gray 
sedimentary rocks; and meteorites for anyone lucky enough to find 
one.

Each has a picture — four to a page — opposite detailed but clear 
data:
• Chemical formula
• Hardness
• Color
• Density
• Lustre
• Cleavage
• Fracture
• Tenacity 
• Crystal form
• Similar minerals and where they are likely to occur.
And many will have a diagram of its crystal form — up to four, for 
fluorite, for example.

The Minerals Encyclopedia is unusual for the number of minerals 
it covers: more than 700 in 448 pages, with a useful glossary, an 
introduction to mineral collecting, printed front and back flaps that offer 
quick reference in the field, and a measuring rule on the back cover. 
This is a superior reference for rockhounds, geology students and 
outdoors people with an interest in what’s under their feet.

Rupert Hochleitner has a PhD in Mineralogy. His area of specialization 
is systematic mineralogy. Other research areas are meteorites (in 
particular those of the planet Mars), oxidation minerals and pegmatitic 
phosphate minerals. He has published numerous scientific articles and 
was for a long time editor-in-chief of the journal LAPIS, a specialist 
magazine for mineral collectors and mineral lovers. Since 1993, he has 
been deputy director of the Mineralogical State Collection Munich.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0362-2
sewn paperback with 
flaps  $29.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

448 pages in color
5¼ × 7¾
about 900 color 
photographs, line 
drawings, glossary, index  

Rights: World English

SCIENCE

Also available by Rupert Hochleitner:

The Firefly Guide to 
Minerals, Rocks & 
Gems
978-0-2281-0228-1
256 pages in color
4½ × 7½
flexibound with flaps  $19.95
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GARDENING FOR ACIDIC SOILS
Working with Nature to Create  
a Beautiful Landscape
Todd Boland & Jamie Ellison

Acidic soils are widespread throughout North America, especially in 
humid regions or areas with high precipitation such as the eastern 
seaboard and the Pacific Northwest. 

However, little assistance is available on how to garden specifically 
with acidic soils. In fact, most advice concerns how to make acidic soil 
less so. Todd Boland and Jamie Ellison take a different approach; they 
believe in working with nature, rather than trying to change it. 

A wide variety of ornamental plants, both native and exotic, thrive in 
acidic soil conditions or require them to survive. This book helps you 
develop gardens that takes advantage of acidic soil conditions, a 
feature that has too often been considered a detriment. 

Gardening for Acidic Soils concentrates on building sustainable 
gardens that include a broad range of shrubs, woody plants, and 
perennials. These fascinating plants have a myriad of ornamental 
attributes with specific survival strategies for thriving in acidic soil 
conditions. 
This book includes:
• The chemistry of acidic soil and plant adaptations.
• Hints and advice on specialized acidic gardens, including peat, bogs, 

and woodlands.
• Plant portraits — trees, shrubs, vines, perennials, grasses, and ferns 

— to help you create a beautiful landscape on acidic soil.

Todd Boland is the research horticulturalist at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland’s Botanical Gardens and the author of numerous books 
on gardening and plant identification. 

Jamie Ellison is an instructor at the Nova Scotia Community College 
in Kentville, Nova Scotia. His specialties include plant identification, 
garden design and horticultural presentations on unique plants and 
gardens.

BOULDER

978-1-989417-49-2
paperback  $34.95
Ctn qty:

JULY

240 pages
8 × 11
150 color illustrations 
and photos

No Canadian Rights,  
U.S. only

GARDENING

Of similar interest:

Gardening with 
Conifers
978-1-77085-908-1
paperback  $29.95
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THE EDGY VEG EASY EATS 
Quick * Tasty * Vegan
Candice Hutchings 

Mouth-watering vegan food you’ll crave — everyday.

She’s back! In her follow-up to the bestselling The Edgy Veg, Candice 
Hutchings, the face of the Edgy Veg YouTube channel (443,000+ 
subscribers, 266,000+ average monthly views) returns with The Edgy 
Veg Easy Eats, a collection of 106 brand-new recipes that don’t 
sacrifice creativity or bold flavor for ease or time.

Candice’s recipes are always as exciting and original as she is and in 
these deliciously designed pages, you’ll find vegan food built differently. 
This is food that satisfies every craving. Everything from Lazy Lasagna 
to impress your main squeeze to tasty one-pot dinners like Easy 
Breezy Creamy Chic-Peas for when you’ve got a case of the Mondays. 
Candice is serving you finger-licking and lightning-fast appetizers (think 
Fancy Fall Charcuterie Board) and no-fuss desserts, such as Chipsy 
Marshmallow Treats, for when you need a sweet-fix in a hurry. Flip open 
to any page, and each recipe will take you no longer than 45 minutes 
to make, while never compromising your need for great taste. No more 
backbreaking, long-haul, wallet-robbing treks to the fancy health food 
store for you. In no time at all, you will be serving up vegan dinner with 
an attitude and a cheeky side. 

Whether life throws you lemons or tosses you a bone, we all need to 
eat — preferably really tasty food — and, as always, Edgy Veg has got 
your back!

Candice Hutchings is the face of the popular Edgy Veg YouTube 
channel and blog, where she delivers plant-based recipes with 
comedy and attitude, and the author of the bestselling The Edgy Veg: 
138 Carnivore-Approved Vegan Recipes. She disrupts the vegan 
community with her candid and humorous takes on activism not 
only for animals and plant-based food, but also mental health, the 
environment and female empowerment. She lives in Toronto, Ontario, 
with her three rescue dogs. 

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0703-2
plastic-laminated 
hardcover   
$29.95 US / $34.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

256 pages
7¾ × 10½
full-color book 
including 100 full-color 
photographs and index

Rights: World

By the same author:

The Edgy Veg
978-0-7788-0581-6
hardcover  $29.95

FOOD
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THE FOOD SUBSTITUTIONS BIBLE 
8,000 Substitutions for Ingredients,  
Equipment & Techniques
David Joachim
Foreword by J. Kenji López-Alt 
Illustrated by Emily Isabella  

This full-color, hardcover edition features a brand-new design 
with a foreword by J. Kenji López-Alt, 8,000 substitutions, custom 
hand-drawn illustrations by Emily Isabella, and 24 new recipes, 
increasing the total to 188 recipes.

Have you ever been in the middle of making a meal only to discover 
you have run out of a key ingredient or don’t own a specialty pan called 
for in the recipe? Or maybe, you want to create a different flavor or 
texture for a tried-and-true family dish by experimenting with something 
new and exciting. 

The answer to these dilemmas? Substitute. But the internet doesn’t 
always have reliable answers or accurate replacements. Winner of an 
International Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP) award, The 
Food Substitutions Bible, now in an expanded, updated and revised 
third edition, is the authoritative guide to making substitutions in the 
kitchen. 

In one comprehensive, easy-to-use book that’s organized from A to 
Z, bestselling author David Joachim has compiled creative and clear 
options to solve cooking conundrums. Now the book offers more 
than 8,000 alternative ingredients, equipment and techniques plus 
188 simple recipes, covering emergency substitutions, time-saving 
substitutions, healthy substitutions, alternatives for hard-to-find 
ingredients, vegan and kosher alternatives, and ideas for varying the 
flavor of a dish in countless ways. You’ll also find over 30 ingredients 
charts and measurements tables to help decipher things like selecting 
fresh chiles according to their Scoville Heat Unit, making flour 
substitutions based on taste or gluten/protein content, and choosing 
pan size equivalents.

Don’t have mirin? Use a mixture of sherry and sugar instead. Looking 
for a less-rich alternative to whipped cream? Evaporated milk whips 
up surprisingly well and makes a creamy, lower-calorie substitute you 
can dollop onto your favorite desserts. Can’t find your fondue pot? Use 
a heavy stoneware dish set on a warming tray or heating pad. David 
gives you all the information you need to improvise with confidence at 
home or in a commercial kitchen. 

This classic reference book is a must-have for every kitchen and a 
wonderful gift for every occasion. 

3rd EDITION, EXPANDED, REVISED, UPDATED

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0706-3
quarter-bound hardcover  
$49.95 US / $59.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

688 pages
7½ × 10
full-color and illustrated 
throughout with 170+ 
unique illustrations

Rights: World

Previous edition (b&w paperback): 978-0-7788-0245-7

FOOD
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David Joachim has written, edited or collaborated on more than 
50 cookbooks. With Andrew Schloss, he co-authored The Science 
of Good Food, which was nominated for a James Beard Award. He 
also wrote the A Man, A Can, A Plan series, which has sold more 
than 1 million copies. David recently co-wrote Mastering Pizza with 
James Beard Award-winning chef Marc Vetri and The Wicked Healthy 
Cookbook with plant-based chefs Chad and Derek Sarno. He lives in 
Pennsylvania. 

J. Kenji López-Alt is the New York Times bestselling author of The 
Food Lab and Every Night Is Pizza Night. He is a New York Times food 
columnist; the chief culinary advisor for Serious Eats; and the host of 
Kenji’s Cooking Show, which has more than a million subscribers on 
YouTube. He lives in Seattle, Washington.

Emily Isabella is a New York-based illustrator. Her clients include Kate 
Spade and Anthropologie. 

FOOD
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BERNARDIN COMPLETE BOOK  
OF HOME PRESERVING
400 Delicious and Creative Recipes for Today

From the experts, the updated bible in home preserving.

The hugely bestselling Bernardin Complete Book of Home 
Preserving has been broadly updated to reflect changes over the 
last 15 years with new recipes and larger sections on low sugar 
and fermentation. Bernardin Home Canning Products are the gold 
standard in home preserving supplies, the trademark jars on display 
in stores every summer from coast to coast. This companion to their 
products is this bible of home preserving from the experts on the 
practice which has sold more than a million copies. The book includes 
400 innovative recipes for salsas, savory sauces, pickles, chutneys, 
relishes and of course jams, jellies and fruit spreads. The book includes 
comprehensive directions on safe canning and preserving methods 
plus lists of required equipment and utensils. Specific instructions 
for first-timers and handy tips for the experienced make this book a 
valuable addition to any kitchen library.

Judi Kingry honed her skills and passion for preserving as the 
Marketing and Consumer Services Manager at Bernardin®.

Lauren Devine has experience as a Product Research and Test 
Kitchen Scientist at Ball® Fresh Preserving.

Sarah Page brings her knowledge and expertise to this updated 
edition. She has experience as the Culinary Marketing Manager for 
Ball® Fresh Preserving.

UPDATED FOR CANADA

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0137-5
paperback  $29.95
Ctn qty: 16

AVAILABLE

496 pages
7 × 10
48 full-color photographs, 
index

Rights: Canada

Also available in 6-copy 
paperback display: 

978-0-7788-0289-1  
6-copy paperback 
display:  $179.70 CDN
Ctn qty: 1

FOOD
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BALL COMPLETE BOOK  
OF HOME PRESERVING 
400 Delicious and Creative Recipes for Today

From the experts, the updated bible in home preserving.

The hugely bestselling Ball Complete Book of Home Preserving has 
been broadly updated to reflect changes over the last 15 years with 
new recipes and larger sections on low sugar and fermentation. Ball 
Home Canning Products are the gold standard in home preserving 
supplies, the trademark jars on display in stores every summer from 
coast to coast. This companion to their products is this bible of home 
preserving from the experts on the practice which has sold more than 
a million copies. The book includes 400 innovative recipes for salsas, 
savory sauces, pickles, chutneys, relishes and of course jams, jellies 
and fruit spreads. The book includes comprehensive directions on safe 
canning and preserving methods plus lists of required equipment and 
utensils. Specific instructions for first-timers and handy tips for the 
experienced make this book a valuable addition to any kitchen library.

Judi Kingry honed her skills and passion for preserving as the 
Marketing and Consumer Services Manager at Bernardin®.

Lauren Devine has experience as a Product Research and Test 
Kitchen Scientist at Ball® Fresh Preserving.

Sarah Page brings her knowledge and expertise to this updated 
edition. She has experience as the Culinary Marketing Manager for 
Ball® Fresh Preserving.

UPDATED FOR USA

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0131-3
paperback  $24.95
Ctn qty: 16

AVAILABLE

496 pages
7 × 10
48 full-color photographs, 
index

Rights: U.S. 

Also available in 
hardcover:

978-0-7788-0139-9
hardcover  $29.95
Ctn qty: 14

Also available in spiral 
bound:

978-0-7788-0510-6
spiral bound  $34.95
Ctn qty: 10

Also available in 6-copy 
paperback display: 

978-0-7788-0286-0  
6-copy paperback 
display:  $149.70
Ctn qty: 1

FOOD

Millions will beat inflation  
by home preserving this year
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KOREAN CUISINE
An Illustrated Guide
Written by Luna Kyung
Illustrated by Ahnji

Recipes and stories to learn all about Korea’s food culture.

Recipes, anecdotes, histories and stories, maps, techniques, stylings, 
utensils, native ingredients — this is a colorful invitation to discover 
the look and aromas and flavors of Korea. What is the “five color 
philosophy”? What is Korean table etiquette? How do you make 
kimchi, region by region? What do you find in traditional markets, and 
in contemporary restaurants? How do you make Bibimbap? Are there 
North Korean specialties? (The answer is yes!). Do Koreans traditionally 
eat dessert? (The answer is no!).

The answers to these questions and many, many more can be found in 
this charmingly illustrated book.

You’ll learn about Korean meal composition, tableware and utensils, 
staples, condiments and sauces, everyday dishes, famous Korean 
fermented foods, doughs and noodles, celebratory party dishes, pork 
and chicken vs. seafood, temple foods and “lucky” foods — it’s all here 
in a compact text enlivened by color illustrations.

The design is warm, easy-to-follow and fun to read from beginning 
to end, so this is a book many will want to own or give to friends and 
family.

Luna Kyung is a Korean living in Paris, France. She’s the author of 
Easy Korean and The Art of Fermentation.

Ahnji is a Korean illustrator and graphic designer who also lives in 
France.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0389-9
smythe-sewn paperback  
$19.95
Ctn qty:

AUGUST

128 pages in color
7 × 9
hundreds of full color 
illustrations, index

Rights: World English

FOOD

Of similar interest:

Japanese Cuisine
978-0-2281-0319-6
smythe-sewn paperback  
$19.95
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BEST OF BRIDGE  
EVERYDAY CELEBRATIONS
125 Recipes for Friends & Family
Sylvia Kong and Emily Richards

The bestselling Best of Bridge series has all the flavors you know 
and love now with a brand-new look and style.

As we come through a pandemic that has separated family and friends 
and inspired home cooks to carefully balance the weekly grocery bill, 
Best of Bridge is back with a bold new look and style to inspire each of 
us to find joy and togetherness by bringing delicious food to everyday 
celebrations. 

In Best of Bridge Everyday Celebrations you’ll find 124 brand-new 
recipes designed in the Bridge style you’ve come to know and trust, 
now in a beautifully updated hardcover format. We’ve also included 
more photographs than ever, with more than 80 vibrant full-color 
photos that bring the recipes to life. If you’re reuniting with loved ones 
for a long overdue holiday get-together, try Make-Ahead Herb and 
Spice Turkey. Lamb and Pistachio Meatballs with Yogurt Mint Sauce are 
perfect for an overdue work potluck. If you’re having a cozy party just 
for one or two, the Herbed Cheese and Zucchini Tart partnered with 
Blueberry Brunch Sangria will have you toasting to your own success. 
Best of Bridge Everyday Celebrations brings all the recipes, all the 
ease and all the fun. 

Best of Bridge is a beloved recipe treasure trove as familiar as apple 
pie or, more fittingly for its Canadian authors, Nanaimo bars! With over 
4 million books sold, Best of Bridge has become a household tradition 
spanning generations. Best of Bridge recipes are made for everyone. 
Ingredients are easy to find, directions are easy to follow, and the 
results are always guaranteed to be delicious. 

Emily Richards is a cookbook author, recipe developer, chef and home 
economist. She lives in Guelph, Ontario. Sylvia Kong is a food stylist, 
home economist and consultant at Savory Palate Consulting. She lives 
in Calgary, Alberta. This is their fifth Best of Bridge book.

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0708-7
plastic-laminated 
hardcover   
$29.95 US / $34.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

256 pages
7¾ × 10½
full color book including 
80+ color photographs 
and index

Rights: World

FOR MORE BEST OF BRIDGE BESTSELLERS, PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 81

FOOD
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THE WORLD ATLAS OF COFFEE
From Beans to Brewing — Coffees Explored, Explained 
and Enjoyed
James Hoffmann

The World Atlas of Coffee takes readers on a global tour of coffee-
growing countries, presenting the bean in full-color photographs and 
concise, informative text. It covers where coffee is grown, the people 
who grow it and the cultures in which it is a way of life. It also covers 
the world of consumption — processing, grades, the consumer and the 
modern culture of coffee.

For this new edition, the author expanded his research travels over the 
last several years to include seven additional coffee-growing regions: 
Democratic Republic of Congo, Uganda, China, Philippines, Thailand, 
Haiti and Puerto Rico. These are covered in 16 additional pages. As 
well, all of the book’s maps have been updated to show greater detail, 
and all statistics and data have been updated to the most recent 
available. 

James Hoffmann is a coffee expert, author and the 2007 World 
Barista Champion. Along with a team of experts, he operates Square 
Mile Coffee Roasters, a multi-award-winning coffee roasting company 
based in East London, UK. James travels frequently to the coffee 
producing countries and is a popular speaker. His website is  
www.jimseven.com.

TEA
History, Terroirs, Varieties
Kevin Gascoyne, François Marchand, Jasmin Desharnais  
and Hugo Américi 

This widely praised bestseller has been updated to incorporate the 
changing tastes of tea drinkers, developments in production, the 
impact of climate change, and an expanded and more highly developed 
tea market. This third edition improves Tea with this revised and 
extended content plus new photographs. 

Tea takes readers on an escorted tour of the world’s tea-growing 
countries — China, Japan, Taiwan, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Vietnam 
and East Africa — where they will discover how, like a fine wine, it is 
“terroir” (soil and climate) that gives a tea its unique characteristics.

The authors own the popular Camellia Sinensis Tea House in Montreal, 
which imports teas directly from producers in these countries. Each 
author focuses on specific tea regions where they travel every year to 
work with growers and producers, discover new teas and keep abreast 
of developments that might, for example, remove a tea from the tea 
house’s menu.

Kevin Gascoyne, François Marchand, Jasmin Desharnais and 
Hugo Américi are professional tea tasters and the owners of Camellia 
Sinensis Tea House in Montreal, Quebec. 

BACK IN STOCK

BACK IN STOCK

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0094-2
plastic-laminated 
hardcover with jacket  
$39.95 US / $45.00 CDN
Ctn qty: 12

AVAILABLE

272 pages
7½ × 10
full-color throughout, 
maps, glossary, index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0027-0
paperback  $24.95
Ctn qty: 12

AVAILABLE

288 pages
8½ × 9½
full color throughout, 
charts, graphs, insets, 
appendixes, bibliography, 
index 

Rights: World

FOOD
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PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

FISH FOR YOU
Inspired Seafood Recipes from Market  
to the Plate
Spencer Watts 

Exciting and delicious seafood recipes that will inspire and ignite 
your inner chef.

Celebrity Chef Spencer Watts has Fish For You! This long-awaited 
seafood cookbook features fun, exciting and globally influenced 
recipes with one-of-a-kind twists on seafood and fish. Spencer makes 
the ordinary not so ordinary and provides recipes that are celebrated 
by beginners and culinary superstars alike. Be inspired to love seafood 
and be a fun food maker with Chef Spencer Watts’ Fish For You. 

Separated into 6 different sections including Happy Hour, Salads, 
Hand-helds, Pasta and more, Fish for You includes a wide variety of 
recipes including: Crispy Fried Oysters, Brioche Shrimp Toast Bites,  
Warm Lobster/Potato Salad, Creole Shellfish Bisque, Jerk Rubbed 
Mahi Mahi Tacos, Nashville Style Crispy Fried Halibut Sandwich, 
Steamed Mussels and Clams, Salt Cod Filo Pie, Shellfish Cassoulet, 
Dungeness Crab Croquette, Baked Halibut in Puff Pastry, Miso Honey 
Glazed Salmon Rice Bowls and more!

Spencer Watts pioneered the sustainable seafood movement on the 
Sunshine Coast and opened his first restaurant “Spence on the Coast,” 
bringing his love and passion for seafood to locals. He joined the 
Canadian Rocky Mountain Resorts team as head chef of the Painted 
Boat Resort & Spa in 2010, bringing with him a vision of sustainability, 
and a willingness to push culinary boundaries. He also started his first 
television series with the local cable channel, which eventually led to 
the creation of almost 100 episodes of prime time television. A fast 
favorite with viewers, the shows Spencer has hosted have twice won 
the Oscars of food television: the James Beard Award.

WHITECAP

978-1-77050-364-9
paperback  $39.95
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

234 pages
8½ x 11
full color throughout

No Canadian Rights, 
U.S. only

FOOD
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ZERO PROOF DRINKS AND MORE
100 Recipes for Mocktails  
and Low-Alcohol Cocktails
Maureen Petrosky

100 no-alcohol and low-alcohol recipes, perfect for every guest 
and occasion.

Zero Proof Drinks & More offers delicious and mindful drinks for 
every guest and every occasion. Maureen Petrosky, an entertaining and 
lifestyle expert who appears regularly on NBC’s Today Show and hosts 
multiple video series on today.com, shares over 100 no-alcohol and 
low-alcohol recipes for cocktails, spritzers, ciders, coffees, shandys & 
radlers, and a whole lot more.

Fifty-two percent of Americans who drink alcohol report that they are 
actively trying to cut back. The choice for no- and low-alcohol drinking 
is as individual as the drinks themselves: health concerns; calorie 
reduction; religion; cultural trends; pregnancy… Zero Proof Drinks & 
More has the perfect flavor for every palate along with easy tips and 
tricks for creating the perfect on trend drink. Mindful drinking is no 
longer relegated to Dry January — this is now a year-round trend.

Maureen Petrosky appears regularly as an entertaining and lifestyle 
expert on NBC’s Today Show. Author of The Wine Club and The 
Cocktail Club, she’s also a popular columnist for today.com and 
thekitchn.com. She currently resides in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.

BACK IN PRINT

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0675-2
paperback with flaps  
$24.95 US / $29.95 CDN
Ctn qty: 12

AVAILABLE

224 pages
7½ × 10
85 full-color photos

Rights: World

FOOD
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FOOD

THE JUICING BIBLE
Pat Crocker

The first edition of The Juicing Bible won the 2000 International 
Cookbook Revue Award and has over 700,000 copies in print. 
It continues to be one of the bestselling juicing books in the 
marketplace. In response to consumer demand, we’ve decided to 
add more value to this comprehensive book with an additional 16 
color photographs, which takes the total photographs up to 32. All 
the outstanding elements in this essential guide for anyone who 
wants to explore the wide-ranging nutritional and health benefits of 
juicing are still here:

• A market-leading 350 recipes — delicious fruit and vegetable 
juices, tonics, cleansers, digestives, teas, roughies, smoothies, 
milk and coffee substitutes, and frozen treats.

• Information on the seven body systems, including their importance 
to good health along with diet and lifestyle changes that will keep 
each system working as well as it can.

• Details on 80 common health concerns, with recommendations on 
how to use natural foods to combat each condition.

• 128 illustrations of fruits, vegetables and herbs, plus information on 
their uses and healing properties, and advice on purchasing and 
storage.

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0181-8
paperback   
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty: 20

AVAILABLE

384 pages
7 × 10
350 recipes, 32 color 
photographs,  
120 illustrations, index 

Rights: World

JUST REPRINTED

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SUSHI  
AND SASHIMI
Includes 625 Step-by-Step Photographs
Jeffrey Elliot and Robby Cook 

These easy-to-follow recipes come from two of the leading experts in 
North America, who explain everything there is to know about sushi 
and knives.

This incredible book provides all the information needed to get started 
— from ingredients and knives, to equipment, fish butchery and plating 
techniques, making perfect rice and so much more.

With full color throughout, lots of recipes, a very user-friendly 
concealed wiro-bound hardcover binding, 500 photos and hundreds of 
tips and techniques, this sushi book is sure to become the go-to guide 
for sushi and sashimi lovers, novice and experienced alike. 

Jeffrey Elliot is a graduate of the Culinary Institute of America. He is 
Director of Culinary Relations for Zwilling J.A. Henckels, Demeyere and 
Staub as well as the executive chef for Zwilling J.A. Henckels U.S. 

Robby Cook is the executive sushi chef at one of New York City’s most 
respected and influential sushi restaurants. 

JUST REPRINTED

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0520-5
concealed wiro-bound 
hardcover  $29.95
Ctn qty: 14

AVAILABLE

306 pages
8½ × 10½
full color, 625 step-by-
step photos, glossary, 
general index, index 
of Japanese terms, 
resources, references

Rights: World
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CROHN’S AND COLITIS DIET GUIDE
Includes 175 Recipes
Dr. A. Hillary Steinhart and Julie Cepo 

Diet is a huge priority for anyone living with Crohn’s disease 
or ulcerative colitis. The authors provide crucial guidance for 
sufferers, families, friends and caregivers in helping to manage 
IBD (inflammatory bowel disease) symptoms.

In a very informative and easy-to-understand manner, this updated 
third edition provides all the necessary guidelines regarding the specific 
foods that might cause problems, as well as IBD-tailored recipes that 
can be enjoyed without compromising taste and overall nutrition.

The reliable answers from one of North America’s top gastroenterology 
teams cover everything from the facts, causes and symptoms of IBD to 
the latest and most relevant information on drug therapies and surgical 
therapies — all in straightforward and easy-to-follow format.

With its informative charts and graphs, the book’s additional 25 new 
recipes provide sumptuous breakfast ideas like Banana Cinnamon 
Quinoa Waffles, comfort foods like Old-Fashioned Tuna Noodle 
Casserole and vegetarian favorites like Slow Cooker Squash Couscous. 
And all with the most current nutritional information.

Dr. A. Hillary Steinhart, MD, MSc, FRCP(C), is a gastroenterologist 
at Mount Sinai Hospital in Toronto and an associate professor in the 
Department of Medicine at the University of Toronto. 

Julie Cepo, BSc, BASc, RD, is the in-patient clinical dietitian for the 
Gastrointestinal Program at Mount Sinai Hospital. She specializes 
in parenteral and enteral nutrition support, and perioperative diet 
education.

3rd EDITION

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0478-9
paperback   
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

336 pages
7 × 10
b&w diagrams, index

Rights: World

HEALTH & BEAUTY
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THE 5-MINUTE FACIAL WORKOUT
30 Exercises for a Naturally Beautiful Face
Catherine Pez 

Combat the effects of aging in just 5 minutes a day by choosing 
from 30 fun and easy exercises targeted to your individual face 
shape.   

Did you know that the structure of your face is made up of more than 
50 muscles, and that their fitness, to a large degree, determines its 
appearance? Just as we can exercise and tone our body’s muscles, we 
can do the same with our facial muscles. This can ultimately make a 
marked difference in our appearance and can potentially eliminate the 
need for invasive plastic surgery.

Too much sun, smoking, degradation of collagen layers and poor skin 
care all contribute to sagging facial muscles. Facial gymnastics, if 
done on a regular basis, can treat a variety of concerns, from “empty”-
looking cheekbones, jowls and relaxed eyelids to wrinkles and impaired 
elasticity. Imagine a facial gym that uses only the muscles of your face. 
No special equipment or location is required — just some diligence and 
perseverance.

Your smile alone works more than 25 facial muscles. So smile! The 
small but important risorius muscle is found in the corner of your 
mouth: if it’s well stimulated, it can correct a drooping mouth. It also 
stimulates the muscles mid-face, inflating your cheeks. And nothing 
gives a fresher and younger look than well-accentuated cheekbones. 
Whether your face is oval, square, round, long or diamond shaped, 
The 5-Minute Facial Workout presents tips and information adapted 
to your shape to help you maintain your features as you strengthen 
muscle tone. And we’ve added a new section that helps you to 
customize your exercises to match your face type.

Each page features clear instructions, with a photograph to 
demonstrate the movement, so the exercises are straightforward and 
easy to do.

Catherine Pez, an ardent believer in natural beauty, has taught her 
facial gymnastics method for several years. She is convinced that 
muscles have a significant role in the architecture of the body as well as 
the face. She has successfully developed a method to exercise facial 
muscles and maintain the tone of the entire face. Her book explains 
that the muscles underneath the skin of the face have a real effect on 
its firmness. Catherine regularly gives presentations and workshops as 
well as thalassotherapy skin sessions. She lives in Paris, France.

2nd EDITION

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0471-0
paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

208 pages
7 × 10
full color book including 
80+ color photographs 
and index

Rights: World English

HEALTH & BEAUTY
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THE COMPLETE BARIATRIC 
SURGERY GUIDE AND DIET 
PROGRAM
Includes 150 Recipes for  
Lifelong Weight-Loss Success
Sue Ekserci with Dr. Laz Klein

Find post-surgery confidence, creativity and satisfaction in good 
food.

Bariatric surgery is a procedure designed to help people decrease their 
food intake and change the way their body handles food – the result 
being significant weight loss.

This new edition of The Complete Bariatric Surgery Guide and Diet 
Program provides up-to-date information on the many procedures 
that are currently available in North America, including vertical sleeve 
gastrectomy, duodenal switch and the Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. As 
important, it looks at the causes of obesity, obesity-related problems 
and standard treatments. All the potential risks and benefits associated 
with each type of bariatric surgery are examined, as well as measures 
of success, and preparation and recovery instructions. 

Because diet and lifestyle are integral to ensuring a successful bariatric 
surgical outcome, the second component of the book provides the 
resources for healthy eating, nutrition, supplements and making 
positive changes in lifestyle. To further ensure success, 150 recipes 
have been included that have been specially created with weight-loss 
patients in mind. Not only are they delicious, but they are nutritionally 
sound and designed to accommodate the techniques and diet stages 
required after surgery.

This book is ideal for anyone considering bariatric surgery and those 
who have had the surgery and are looking for a program of active living 
and healthy mindful eating created specifically to meet these unique 
requirements.

Sue Ekserci, BASc, RD, has worked at Humber River Hospital in 
Toronto, Ontario, in several areas of dietetics, including bariatrics and 
medicine, and she is currently a dietitian in the hospital’s Maternal and 
Child Program. 

Laz Klein, MD, MSc, FRCS(C), is a staff surgeon at Humber River 
Hospital, where he converted the existing bariatric program from 
“open” to “laparoscopic,” and he is an assistant professor in the 
Department of Surgery at the University of Toronto.

2nd EDITION

ROBERT ROSE

978-0-7788-0709-4
paperback   
$24.95 US / $27.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

352 pages
7 × 10
b&w diagrams and index

Rights: World

Previous edition (paperback): 978-0-7788-0273-0
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FIRST CANADIAN ARMY
Victory in Europe 1944–45
Simon Forty and Leo Marriott 

“It’s rare for a book to capture your attention from the very first 
sentence, but kudos to the authors of First Canadian Army for 
doing just that... I, too, feel that Canada’s contributions to victory 
in both world wars have unfortunately been downplayed or ignored 
over the decades by the country’s allies.”
— Canada’s History Magazine

A pictorial history of the decisive role played by Canada in the final 
year of World War II. 

After Dunkirk, as the tattered remnants of Britain’s best troops returned 
home without their heavy weapons, Canadian troops moved in to 
defend northwest Europe, sending in virtually all of its disposable 
weapon resources and 368,000 soldiers. The majority of these were to 
be part of the First Canadian Army, which would play a key role leading 
to the unconditional surrender by Nazi Germany on May 9, 1945. 

This book is a pictorial history of the First Canadian Army in northwest 
Europe during the final year of the war. It concentrates not just on the 
events of 75 years ago but also what can be seen on the ground today. 
The illustrations, over 350 of them, include battle, landing and assault 
maps; photographs of soldiers in action and resting, aerial photographs 
of key sites of action then and now; battlefield survivors such as 
Sherman tanks; memorials to individuals and units; and, of course, the 
cemeteries of Canadian, Polish and British soldiers. 

In 10 parts and 60 chapters featuring 350 illustrations and maps, the 
book covers: 
• The Bridgehead 
• The Battles Around Caen 
• Clearing the Coast
• Clearing the Scheldt 
• Winter on the Maas 

Military history buffs will enjoy this book for its focus on a specific 
battalion and its actions at a decisive moment in the war. The archival 
photographs are important records and reminders of this watershed 
moment in World War II’s European theater. 

Simon Forty was educated at Sedbergh School and London 
University’s School of Slavonic and East European Studies. He 
specializes in military history and is the author of 40 books, notably 
about the First and Second World Wars, and was general editor of 
World War I: A Visual Encyclopedia. 

Leo Marriott is an experienced pilot and photographer who lives in 
Somerset, UK. He has published more than 50 books on military history 
and aviation. 

NOW IN PAPERBACK

• The Rhineland 
• Advance to the Sea 
• I Corps in the West Netherlands 
• The German Surrender. 

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0374-5
paperback with flaps  
$29.95
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

160 pages
9 × 11
over 400 black and white 
and color illustrations 
and photographs, 
including 60 maps, 
bibliography, glossary 
and abbreviations, index

Rights: World

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-0-2281-0271-7

HISTORY
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FIFTY SHIPS THAT CHANGED  
THE COURSE OF HISTORY
A Nautical History of the World
Ian Graham 

“This is a beautiful book, replete with illustrations, photos, 
diagrams, and maps. The text balances technicality with 
storytelling, scholarly analysis with entertainment. It’s a sweeping, 
fascinating look at barges, battleships, caravels, dhows, 
submarines, and more, placing them all in context with the battles, 
countries, discoveries, inventions, and people that surrounded 
them. Readers interested in history of any kind will enjoy this 
highly accessible book.”
— Publishers Weekly 

From an ancient funeral ship to the Rainbow Warrior — war, trade, 
science and pleasure on the open seas.

Fifty Ships that Changed the Course of History is a beautiful guide 
to 50 water vessels that played a key role in world history and had 
a great impact on human civilization. The book presents the ships 
chronologically, beginning with Pharaoh Khufu’s solar barge from about 
2566 BCE. The chapter includes a photograph of the reconstructed 
ship, discovered in 1954 near the Great Pyramid. Religious beliefs held 
that in the afterlife the pharaoh would need a ship to sail the cosmic 
waters of the sky with the sun god, Ra. 

The book closes with another sun-seeking ship 4,000 years later. 
The epitome of an ocean cruise ship, the MS Allure of the Seas is the 
biggest passenger ship ever built. An Oasis-class cruise ship, it is a 
destination in itself, complete with a Central Park-like oasis, 18 decks, 
5,492 passengers, and a crew of 2,384. 

Between these landmark vessels is a variety of ships used for all 
of mankind’s needs, from hunters searching for food, traders with 
goods to barter and warriors bent on conquest, to explorers longing 
to see what lay beyond the horizon. Over time, the first small primitive 
watercraft evolved into bigger seagoing vessels, shaping our history, 
culture and civilization along the way. 

This attractive reference provides an innovative perspective on maritime 
and world history. It is an excellent selection for all collections. 

Ian Graham is an author with more than 30 years’ experience in 
popular science, technology and history. He has written extensively for 
magazines and has written and co-written more than 200 books on a 
wide range of topics, including space exploration, aviation, transport, 
energy, communications, inventions and military technology. He has a 
degree in applied physics and a postgraduate diploma in journalism. In 
2012 he was the joint winner of the Royal Society Young People’s Book 
Prize and in 2014 he was shortlisted for the Educational Writers’ Award.
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GIFT BOOKS

Two favorites, back in time for Fall

MY TRUE LOVE GAVE TO ME
by Scott McKowan

Scott McKowan is famous for 
his gorgeous scratchboard 
work for the Stratford festival, 
Sterling Classics and more. This 
suite of illustrations for “The 
Twelve Days of Christmas” is an 
incomparable gift book, with a 
real cloth binding and tipped-on 
cover art. 

WILD ANIMALS I HAVE KNOWN
by Ernest Thompson Seton

Millions read Seton’s wild animal 
stories in the 1890’s. This is his 
most famous work. This replica of 
the 1898 edition has a beautiful 
embossed faux-leather cover and 
Seton’s evocative pen and ink 
drawings with the stories.

32 pages in color 
6 × 9 cloth hardcover
978-1-77085-231-0  $19.95

334 pages · 100+ illustrations
5½ × 8 faux leather hardcover
978-0-2281-0306-6  $24.95
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TAKE ME HOME
Portraits of Homeless and Rescued Dogs
Andrew Grant

“The portraits themselves are quite impressive — sharply 
detailed color images photographed against a white 
background in a professional studio. They are best described 
as revealing character studies of the dogs, each of which is 
looking expressively into the camera. With a brief introduction 
by the author and helpful suggestions for how to take part 
in rescue efforts at the end, this is primarily a portfolio of a 
variety of purebreds and mixed-breeds dogs who all have 
one thing in common: they were all saved by good-hearted 
people. Anyone who loves dogs and or photography will 
appreciate this book. Highly recommended.”
— Library Journal, of the Rover publication

In 2009, Andrew Grant began photographing dogs, starting with 
two French bulldogs at an unrelated commercial “shoot.” Then he 
discovered the sad fact that millions of lost or abandoned dogs 
enter animal shelters every year. And only a few leave through 

rescue and adoption. 

The rest are euthanized or live out a lonely, caged life. 

Andrew Grant began to photograph dogs that should be rescued, 
and dogs that have been rescued. Over six years he raised nearly $2 
million for shelter dogs through his photographic project. He did this 
with the sale of four limited-edition books of dog portraits, each called 
Rover. Each was bigger than the previous, and helped by hundreds of 
sponsoring dog owners. 

Those editions are all sold out, and fetch up to $400 on the rare book 
market — when available. Most, though, are as treasured as their 
canine subjects. At least one copy is prized by Ellen DeGeneres, dog 
lover extraordinaire, who featured the book on her show. 

Now, Firefly Books is publishing a popularly-priced trade edition called 
Take Me Home. It contains 265 of Andrew Grant’s most appealing 
photographs of dogs. Some are the best friends of lucky owners, and 
some, sadly, are homeless. 

All are splendidly realized in sharp, large and very lifelike color portraits. 
All were captured by state-of-the-art equipment and are truly the most 
beautiful dog pictures you will ever see. They feature purebreds of 
almost every kind and mixed breeds, too. 

Andrew Grant is still on the road, photographing dogs. He continues 
to raise money for dog shelters, and his images of celebrities, products 
and architecture have been featured in many publications. To find out 
more and see Andrew’s work, go to roverworks.org.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF NATIVE TRIBES 
OF NORTH AMERICA
Michael G. Johnson 

“A model of excellence in the art of reference volume publishing... 
Every public and school library... should acquire this treasure. It 
will remain the standard for many years to come.” 
—Dr. James A. Clifton, Department of Anthropology, Western 
Michigan University 

“This substantial reference remains one of the most elaborately 
illustrated books on Native Americans now in print... Highly 
recommended.” —Library Journal 

This superb, fully illustrated reference offers the most up-to-date and 
essential facts on the identity, kinships, locations, populations and 
cultural characteristics of some 400 separately identifiable peoples 
native to the North American continent, both living and extinct, from the 
Canadian Arctic to the Rio Grande. 

The abundance of illustrations and photographs form an especially rich 
store of material describing the vast range of Native American material 
culture. The maps are valuable pictorial representations of major 
historical events. Population and settlement trends based on the most 
recent U.S. Census paint detailed portraits of all officially recognized 
tribes. 

The book includes: 
• More than 680 color and archival photographs 
• Extensive visual coverage of tribal dress and cultural artifacts 
• 46 maps, including prehistoric cultural and historic sites and tribe 

distribution maps, as well as maps showing movement of tribes and 
non-indigenous troops during conflicts 

• More than 100 specially commissioned color illustrations. 

Comprehensive, authoritative and up-to-date, Encyclopedia of Native 
Tribes of North America is an important and accessible record of the 
Native American peoples and an essential addition to all school and 
library collections. 

Michael G. Johnson was a scholar of Native American studies. He 
researched the history and culture of diverse indigenous cultures of 
North America for more than 50 years during which he visited more 
than 30 Indian communities and reservations. He set new standards of 
scholarship and wrote for both academics and non-specialist readers. 
Johnson was associate editor of American Indian Crafts & Culture 
magazine, a contributing writer to Whispering Wind magazine, and the 
author of more than 15 books still in print. In July 2000, he received the 
Denali Press Award from the American Library Association. Johnson 
died in August 2019 at the age of 82.
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SCIENCE

SECRETS OF INFINITY
150 Answers to an Enigma
Antonio Lamúa, editor 

Secrets of Infinity examines infinity as it has been studied since 
antiquity, beginning with the classical figures from Greece and Rome. 
In an entertaining and practical way, readers will discover that infinity is 
not limited to the mathematical concept as represented by the symbol 
nor its metaphysical concept as the indefinable concept of eternity, but 
in fact, it resides in a variety of disciplines, a multitude of contexts and 
has a far-reaching influence on human existence. 

Secrets of Infinity organizes the 150 articles into six subject areas:
• Science: Henrietta Lacks — Her death in 1951 from uterine cancer 

at the age 31 did not end her existence. Her doctor took a tissue 
sample from the tumor and developed the first continuous culture of 
human cells and thus the first immortal cell line in history, known as 
HeLa. 

• Mathematics: Googol — Edward Kasner (1878–1955) devised the 
googol to show how huge infinity is through a number so large that it 
is unimaginable but still not even close to infinity. 

• Technology: TA-65 — Recently, researchers at Sierra Sciences 
discovered the TA-65, which could be the chromosomal catalyst to 
stopping, slowing or even reversing the aging process, bringing us 
closer to the myth of eternal youth. 

• Art: The Endless Stairs of the Vatican — Little did the Vatican 
Museums know in 1932, when the stairs were built, that this 
formation could represent life itself, with the discovery of the DNA 
double helix chain in 1953. 

• Philosophy: René Descartes, the Infinite and God — According to 
Descartes, the idea of infinity has been imposed by a nature that is 
higher than human, and can only come from this nature being infinite, 
so he interprets that the existence of infinity confirms the existence 
of God. 

• Symbology: The Labyrinth — A labyrinth is a route made up of 
streets and crossroads with an ingenious and complex structure 
whose design variations are endless, especially in the case of the 
rhizome labyrinth, which has infinite ramifications. 

Engaging and free of jargon, Secrets of Infinity helps to demystify 
the elusive infinity and bring it closer to modern concepts and 
understanding. Thinking readers and students will find enjoyment and 
insight on its pages. 

Antonio Lamúa has a background in science and is a regular 
contributor to international magazines. He is also the author of The 
Secrets of Science.
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THE STORY OF GOLF  
IN FIFTY HOLES
Tony Dear 

“The latest golf book from Dear (Every Golf Question You Ever 
Wanted Answered) meets the formidable challenge of trying to tell 
the 600-year history of golf.... a Masters-level celebration of the 
game.”
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

The people and events that shaped golf’s 600-year history.

The Story of Golf in Fifty Holes explores the 600-year history of the 
“game of honor.” It reveals the excitement and despair, the challenges 
overcome and the sweet victories, the sportsmanship and the stars 
bursting onto the scene. It also describes the developments in course 
design, like the first manmade water hazard, and the first central 
fairways bunkers. 

In 50 chapters, the book describes the holes, their contribution to golf 
course architecture, their importance to the careers of specific players, 
and their place in the overall story of golf. 

The book also features: 
• “Design and Layout” illustrations of the 50 holes
• The year, course, location and map, distance and par for each hole
• Color and archival photographs of the players and tournament events
• Sidebars with additional stories of interest. 

The 50 stories cover the globe and generations of players, including: 
• 5th North Berwick, the original Redan hole
• 18th Glen Abbey, where Tiger Woods had what many call the 

greatest shot ever hit
• 12th Atlantic Country Club, where the term “birdie” was first used
• 18th Royal Birkdale, home to “the concession.”

For golfers and fans alike, The Story of Golf in Fifty Holes is an 
exciting treat they will return to again and again. 

Tony Dear, a former British PGA apprentice professional and 
member of the University of Liverpool golf team, is now an award-
winning freelance golf writer. He contributes to numerous golf 
publications on both sides of the Atlantic, including Golf World, The 
Open Championship magazine and Links. He has also written for the 
Guardian, Dallas Morning News, San Diego Union-Tribune and National 
Post, and is a former golf correspondent of the New York Sun. He 
currently lives in Bellingham, Washington.
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NFL HEROES
The 100 Greatest Players of All Time
George Johnson and Allan Maki

The NFL’s best players, all in one action-packed volume.

Over a century after the formation of the American Professional 
Football Conference, the precursor to the National Football League, pro 
football continues to excite and captivate millions of fans across the 
globe. At the core of the NFL is its legendary players — the incredible 
athletes who have thrown, caught, run, tackled and kicked their way 
into the annals of sports history. NFL Heroes presents the best of the 
best in pro football. From the pioneers, to the current stars, to the all-
time legends that occupy the Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, they’re all 
here, including:

• Tom Brady
• Jim Brown
• Jerry Rice
• Dick Butkus
• Johnny Unitas
• Deacon Jones
• Reggie White
• Joe Montana
• Antonio Brown
• Walter Payton

Featuring 100 riveting stories and over 120 photos of the game’s best, 
this updated, second edition of NFL Heroes is a must-read for any fan 
of America’s favorite sport.

George Johnson has spent over four decades based in Alberta and 
Manitoba writing about a variety of sports for newspapers, magazines 
and websites — covering the NHL, the CFL, seven Olympic Games, 
four World Cups and three Women’s World Cups along the way.

Allan Maki is an award-winning sports writer who spent 22 years at 
Canada’s national newspaper, the Globe and Mail. He has written 
for Time, Maclean’s, FHM, USA Today and co-authored the book 
Football’s Greatest Stars through three editions. He was inducted into 
the Canadian Football Hall of Fame’s media section in 2006. He lives in 
Calgary with his Californian wife.

NOW IN PAPERBACK — AND UPDATED!

• Bronko Nagurski 
• Aaron Donald
• Dan Marino
• Terry Bradshaw
• Emmitt Smith
• Brett Favre
• Roger Staubach
• Rob Gronkowski
• LaDainian Tomlinson
• Deion Sanders.
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NBA 75
The Definitive History
Dave Zarum

The most iconic moments and stories of the NBA.

In NBA 75, sports writer and basketball super fan Dave Zarum tells the 
story of the NBA, all 75 years — from its early barnstorming days to the 
multi-billion-dollar sports league it is today. 

Readers are treated to all the biggest moments and greatest 
superstars, with over 75 stories ranging from Jerry West’s 33-win streak 
Lakers, through Jordan’s repeat three-peat Bulls, to Steph Curry and 
the 73-win Warriors and beyond. 

But this retrospective doesn’t shy away from the league’s controversies, 
covering its struggles with racial bigotry, Magic Jonson’s HIV diagnosis, 
Len Bias’s tragic draft-night death, and the league’s cocaine-fuelled 
late seventies when the Finals were broadcast tape-delayed. 

Each story is fully illustrated with iconic photos and accompanied by 
stat boxes and side stories of some of the Association’s more curious 
and overlooked moments. 

Some of the events covered in NBA 75:
• 1946: The first professional basketball game between the New York 

Knicks and the Toronto Huskies
• 1969: The legendary duels between Wilt Chamberlain and Bill Russell
• 1976: The merger of the ABA and NBA
• 1980: The arrival of Larry Bird and Magic Johnson
• 1993: Air Jordan and his Bulls dynasty
• 2006: Kobe Bryant scores 81 points 
• 2010: LeBron James makes his Miami decision 
• 2016: Steph Curry and the Warriors blow a 3-1 lead
• 2020: The COVID-19 stoppage in play and the Bubble.

NBA 75 is the definitive guide to the history of the NBA — perfect for 
anyone who wants to learn more about the league they love or simply 
catch up on what they’ve been missing.

Dave Zarum is a Toronto-born writer and editor who began his 
journalism career at Toronto Life magazine. In 2011, he was part of 
the launch of Sportsnet magazine, where he won a National Magazine 
Award. He was the editor for The Big Book of Sports Lists and wrote 
for the television series based on the book, and authored The Greatest 
Game, an oral history of the 1989 Grey Cup. 
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HOCKEY NOW! 
The Biggest Stars of the NHL
Mike Ryan

Reviews of earlier editions:

“Action shots and formatted with the brightness and gloss of a 
magazine, this book will be interesting reading for hockey fans.”
—Booklist

“This is a fantastic book for teachers and students alike. It is 
written in an informative and easy-to-read style and is a definite 
must-have for any library or classroom.”
—Resource Links

The greatest players in the NHL... NOW!

The Hockey Now! franchise has been thrilling hockey fans for over 
two decades, and this new eleventh edition will take them rinkside and 
delight them like no other hockey book. Updated in time for the 2022–
23 season, Hockey Now! provides fast-paced and strikingly illustrated 
profiles of over 65 of the best and brightest of the NHL.

Here are just a few of the players featured in Hockey Now!:
• Connor McDavid (Edmonton Oilers)
• Sidney Crosby (Pittsburgh Penguins)
• Auston Matthews (Toronto Maple Leafs)
• Alex Ovechkin (Washington Capitals)
• Nikita Kucherov (Tampa Bay Lightning)
• Nathan McKinnon (Colorado Avalanche)
• Drew Doughty (Los Angeles Kings)
• Marc-André Fleury (Chicago Blackhawks)
• Victor Hedman (Tampa Bay Lightning).

Author Mike Ryan has selected first and second All-Star teams as well 
as the Black Aces and Milestone Makers for each division (Atlantic, 
Metropolitan, Central and Pacific), paying special attention to the 
league’s youth movement. Hockey Now! is the most comprehensive 
and up-to-date guide to the stars of today’s fast-paced NHL and the 
ideal choice for all fans.

Mike Ryan is writer, sports fanatic and mediocre athlete based in 
Millbrook, Ontario. His other books include Hockey Hall of Fame 
Unstoppable, Football Stars and Tennis’ Greatest Stars. 

11th EDITION
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PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

HOCKEY HALL OF FAME  
TRUE STORIES
Eric Zweig

The Hockey Hall of Fame is full of the best to ever hit the ice. But the 
path to hockey greatness is not all jaw-dropping saves and game-
winning goals. In Hockey Hall of Fame True Stories, hockey historian 
and writer Eric Zweig shares exciting tales and trivia even the most 
dedicated puck head might not know. This book is overflowing with 
behind the scenes yarns of some of history’s greatest scoring sprees 
and winning seasons, as well as thrilling accounts of the off-ice 
curiosities, tragedies and heroics. 

Just a few of the curious, bizarre or outrageous tales featured in this 
fully illustrated volume are:
• The 1976 plot to kidnap Guy Lafleur
• Extreme scoring outputs, like Darryl Sittler’s 10-point performance 

and Frank McGee’s 14-goal Stanley Cup outing
• The time Cy Denneny fell down a well
• The fastest hat tricks ever recorded by Bill Moisenko and Jean 

Beliveau
• Hockey Hall of Famers’ skills in other sports, like Gordie Howe’s 

workouts with the Detroit Tigers and Art Ross’s prowess on the 
football field

• Tales of hockey players during WWI and WWII
• The origins of the greatest nicknames
• And many, many more!

Hockey Hall of Fame True Stories is for the fans who want to take a 
deeper look at the lives of the players they idolize. You know the stars, 
the scores and the stats. But do you know these stories?

Eric Zweig has loved sports and compiling facts and stats since the 
age of 10. Eric has written dozens of books, covering hockey to golf, 
including Stanley Cup: The Complete History. Eric has worked as a 
producer for CBC Radio Sports and TSN Sports Radio. He lives in 
Owen Sound, Ontario. 
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OF KNIVES AND MEN
Great Knifecrafters of the World —  
and Their Works
François-Xavier Salle

It is likely that a knife was the first man-made tool, and certainly it was 
the most important for primitive man. It became the heart of every 
stage of civilization, evolving through the Stone Age, and the “ages” 
of bronze, iron and steel, finally becoming more than a tool — a true 
collector’s object of artisanal beauty.

Knifemaking has benefited through the use of old and new materials, 
and new techniques that combine traditional metallurgy with advanced 
technology and aeronautical craftsmanship, using metal powders. 
Most of all, thanks to a new generation of cutlers from every continent, 
artisans, artists, designers and crafters have made a wild variety of 
beautiful knives that are beyond most people’s standard idea of a plain 
cutting tool.

Of Knives and Men is a superb display of the world’s foremost 
contemporary knifecrafters.

The 46 artisans and their works selected for this book are, to our 
eyes, the most representative of the last 30 years. Each has their own 
style and character, mixed with utility and the knifemaking tradition 
of their home country and culture. Others are quite startling in their 
inventiveness: a simple steel knife with a handle made from a fox’s 
lower jaw (Mickaël Moing, France); Damascus steel blade and a 
fossilized mammoth ivory handle (Pekka Tuominen, Finland); stainless 
steel blade with an ironwood handle encrusted with mother of pearl and 
precious stones (Harumi Hirayama, Japan); and a “button lock” knife of 
Damascus steel, with a handle of Damascus, gold, titanium and mother 
of pearl (Michael Walker, USA).

And the knifemakers are from many countries — Brazil, USA, France, 
Slovakia, Finland, Japan, Italy, Canada, South Africa and more — 
displaying a stunning variety of materials and techniques.

There are 217 astounding knives and sheaths in all, plus a directory of 
decorative materials used for the handles and sheaths — from birds 
eye maple to mammoth molar, carbon fiber and fossilized coral — and 
techniques from ancient and lost-and-then-rediscovered to space 
age. All have a grade of cost and contact information for the makers. 
Extra sections on embellishments like scrimshaw, blade engraving and 
sculpting of handle material are added.

This is a unique and beautiful volume that will have very wide appeal.

François-Xavier Salle has collected and made knives since childhood. 
He has written about knives since 2001 and personally met today’s 
greatest artisan-knifemakers in all parts of the world.
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LIGHT REVEALED
Scratchboard Engravings by Scott McKowen
Scott McKowen
Introduction by Christopher Newton

285 glorious illustrations celebrate the scratchboard art of Scott 
McKowen.

“McKowen is a scratchboard master, creating theater posters 
and book covers of fantastic clarity, shrewd wit and subtle 
mystery. McKowen’s mastery of line and texture, gift for arresting 
juxtapositions and perspectives, and fluency in drawing the human 
figure make for complex and breathtaking images that are at once 
old-fashioned and cutting edge.”
—Booklist on McKowen’s 2009 retrospective, A Fine Line

“It’s hard to decide what’s cooler about Scott McKowen’s poster 
art: the astonishing, elegant design and linework, or the way 
he tips your preconceptions on their head and does something 
unexpected with every assignment. Luckily, we do not have to 
make a choice. It’s all here.” 
—Neil Gaiman

Scratchboard artists use sharp instruments to etch lines into a board 
support layered with white chalk, silver foil and black ink to expose the 
white and grey surfaces underneath. Color, if used, is then added to 
make a spectacular work reminiscent of traditional woodcutting but as 
rich and dynamic as any full color painting. Because it is a reductive 
process — you cannot fix mistakes — it is considered one of the most 
difficult artistic techniques.

In Light Revealed, scratchboard master artist Scott McKowen builds 
on his 2009 retrospective, A Fine Line, with a personal selection 
of more than 150 new works. He gives a detailed analysis of each 
piece and describes what influenced his design. He includes images 
of the reference works he consulted during the conceptual process 
and talks about the struggles he had arriving at a design solution. 
He also discusses the influence and advantages of technological 
developments, such as Photoshop, which have carried the medium into 
the 21st century.

Scott McKowen is a renowned and prolific scratchboard artist who 
has worked in the medium for more than four decades. His illustrations 
have been featured in hundreds of books, magazines, theater posters 
and comic books. He may be best known for illustrating Neil Gamain’s 
Marvel Comics series 1602 and for several titles in the Sterling 
Unabridged Classics children’s book series, as well as theater posters 
that capture the essence of plays by Shakespeare, Chekhov, Molière 
and other great playwrights. 

Christopher Newton (1936–2021) was an award-winning director and 
actor. He moved to Canada in 1961 and built an acting career that 
included the Stratford Festival and Broadway. He was Artistic Director 
of the Shaw Festival for 23 years and upon retirement in 2002 became 
Artistic Director Emeritus. 
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CROSSHATCHING IN PEN & INK
The Complete Practical Guide
August Lamm

Crosshatching is a drawing technique that emerged in Medieval Europe 
and was perfected by Old Masters such as Dürer and Rembrandt. It 
later fell out of favor and into obscurity with the advent of the offset 
printing press.

Recently, ink drawing has enjoyed a huge resurgence in popularity, and 
the art community on Instagram has embraced crosshatching anew. 
With its impressive historical roots and realistic results, it is seen as the 
sophisticated, fine-art alternative to more stylized techniques in graphic 
novels and commercial illustrations.

This practical book takes readers from the very basics of crosshatching 
through to drawing concepts such as light, shape and shadow. For 
each topic — still life, portraiture, figure drawing and landscapes — 
August Lamm uses a combination of fine-art examples, illustrations and 
step-by-step tutorials to take the reader through the fascinating and 
accessible process of crosshatching, from perception to execution.
This is a comprehensive guide, suitable for beginners and artists of 
every level.

August Lamm has built a full-time career teaching workshops and 
online classes in crosshatching. She has a degree in art history and 
has worked as an art handler, art writer and podcaster. August shares 
her work online with her enthusiastic 172,000-strong audience on 
Instagram at @augustlamm.
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Rights: U.S. & Canada
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HOW I DRAW
Scott McKowen’s Sketchbooks
Scott McKowen

“Scott McKowen is one of the great illustrators of our time.”
— Milton Glaser

“McKowen’s mastery of line and texture, gift for arresting 
juxtapositions and perspectives, and fluency in drawing the human 
figure make for complex and breathtaking images that are at once 
old-fashioned and cutting edge. And he writes as crisply as he 
draws.”
— Booklist 

For many artists, drawing is both vocation and avocation. Drawing for 
pleasure keeps our skills sharp and allows us to expand our horizons 
by trying new materials and media — to say nothing of providing 
countless hours of enjoyment.

Scott McKowen has enjoyed a four-decade career as an award-winning 
illustrator and designer known across North America. Drawing is his 
livelihood, but he makes a constant practice of observational drawing 
from life. He always travels with a sketchbook — he draws everywhere 
from museums, restaurants, theaters and zoos, to cities, parks and on 
holiday. How I Draw provides an overview of Scott’s draftsmanship in 
various media, with insights and tips guaranteed to help anyone who 
shares his love of drawing. Sections in this book include:

• Some Basics
• Travel Sketchbooks
• Cabinet of Curiosities
• Life Drawing
• Portraiture
• Animals, Vegetables and Minerals
• Lucid Drawing
• Ephemera.

How I Draw is a delightful and inspiring tour through highlights of 
McKowen’s impressive drawing portfolio.

Scott McKowen is a renowned and prolific artist, chiefly known for 
his scratchboard illustrations, which have been featured in hundreds 
of books, magazines, theater posters and comic books. He may be 
best known for illustrating Neil Gamain’s Marvel Comics series 1602 
and for several titles in the Sterling Unabridged Classics children’s 
book series, as well as theater posters that capture the essence of 
plays by Shakespeare, Chekhov, Molière and other great playwrights. 
He was selected as one of the jurors for the 53rd Communication Arts 
Illustration Annual.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0366-0
hardcover with cloth 
quarter binding  $29.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

232 pages
9 × 8
300 illustrations in color

Rights: World
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PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

GARDENING

HARDY APPLES
Growing Apples in Cold Climates
Bob Osborne
Photographs by Beth Powning

An essential guide to growing apples at high latitudes and 
altitudes.

Hardy Apples is both a practical guide and a loving tribute to the 
wonderful abundance and diversity of apple cultivars available to 
the northern gardener and orchardist. Full of tips, facts, beautiful 
photographs and fascinating stories about apples both popular and 
obscure, this book is sure to inform and entertain in equal measure. 

Drawing on over 40 years of experience propagating and selling apple 
cultivars from his nursery in Corn Hill, New Brunswick, author Bob 
Osborne walks you through the basics of how an apple tree grows and 
the ideal conditions needed to cultivate a successful crop. Osborne 
also includes vital information about planting, pruning, harvesting, 
storing and propagating apples, and he devotes an entire chapter to 
preventing and dealing with the pests and diseases that plague so 
many growers, plus the challenges of hard winters and unpredictable 
weather.

Following the section on growing apples is an extensive catalog of over 
90 apple cultivars. Here are just a few of the apples you will find:
• Ashmead’s Kernel
• Bottle Greening
• Cox’s Orange Pippin 
• Fameuse
• Red Astrachan
• Seek-No-Further.

Each profile features a brief history and description of the apple as well 
as information and photos to help identify cultivars you might already 
have in your yard. With the growing popularity of hard-cider making, 
Osborne includes a special section dedicated to excellent cultivars that 
cideries across North America should seek out. The guide also features 
North American hardiness zone maps, resources and a handy table 
of hardy cultivars — a great at-a-glance reference when shopping for 
trees.

With over 200 exquisite photographs and illustrations, Hardy Apples 
is an elegant, educational and entertaining reference that is equally at 
home atop a coffee table or a propagator’s station.

Bob Osborne is the owner of Corn Hill Nursery in New Brunswick, 
Canada. He is a gardening author, a columnist on CBC radio and a 
member of several horticultural organizations.

Beth Powning has photographed four previous books, including Hardy 
Roses with Robert Osborne.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0318-9
plastic-laminated 
hardcover   
$35.00 US / $39.95 CDN
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

256 pages
8 × 10
over 200 photos and 
illustrations, North 
American hardiness 
zone maps, resources, 
table of hardy cultivars, 
bibliography, index

Rights: World

By the same authors:

Hardy Roses
978-0-2281-0243-4
paperback  $24.95
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JUST REPRINTED
Firefly’s bestselling Exercise Anatomy books
Always important, no increase in price!

Anatomy of Exercise
by Pat Manocchia
192 pages · 8¾ × 11
978-1-55407-385-6   
$24.95 paperback

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Anatomy of Yoga
by Dr. Abigail Ellsworth
160 pages · 8¾ × 11
978-1-55407-766-3  $24.95 
paperback

Rights: U.S. & Canada

Anatomy of Exercise 
for Women
by Lisa Purcell
192 pages · 8¾ × 11
978-0-2281-0307-3  $24.95 
paperback

Rights: U.S., Canada & UK

Anatomy of Exercise 
for 50+
by Hollis Lance Liebman
192 pages · 8¾ × 11
978-0-2281-0308-0  $24.95 
paperback

Rights: U.S., Canada & UK

Anatomy of Muscle 
Building
by Craig Ramsay
160 pages · 8¾ × 11
978-1-55407-816-5  $24.95 
paperback

Rights: U.S., U.S. territories & 
Canada

Encyclopedia of 
Exercise Anatomy
by Hollis Lance Liebman
392 pages · 8¾ × 11
978-1-77085-692-9  $35.00 
paperback

Rights: U.S. & Canada

FITNESS

BACK

2

CHIN-UP

BEST FOR

• biceps brachii
• brachioradialis
• latissimus dorsi
• posterior deltoid
• rhomboid
• teres major
• trapezius

MODIFICATIONS
More Difficult: 
Use a wide-grip 
with your legs 
bent and crossed 
at the ankle and 
your palms facing 
away from your 
body. Let a part-
ner assist you by 
spotting from the 
back, either from 
the bent crossed 
knees or the mid-
back.

1

latissimus dorsi

rhomboid*

trapezius

posterior deltoid

teres major

teres minor

biceps 
brachii

brachioradialis

serratus anterior

supscapularis*

infraspinatus*

coracobrachialis*

triceps brachii

biceps brachii

extensor carpi 
radialis

flexor carpi 
radialis

extensor digitorum

flexor  
digitorum*

ANNOTATION KEY

Black text indicates 
active muscles
Gray text indicates  
stabilizing muscles

* indicates deep muscles

83
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SALTWATER SOCKS
Mittens, Caps and More from the Island 
of Newfoundland
Christine LeGrow and Shirley Anne Scott 

This eagerly awaited volume focusses on family socks that 
promise to amaze, from delicate Nighty Night Sleep Socks 
to sturdy Bell Island Tickle Vamps and iconic Puffin and 
Whale play socks for youngsters. Coordinating hats, gloves 
and fingerless mittens rooted in traditional design complete 
this exploration of contemporary Atlantic outdoor style. 
Detailed instructions and lavish photographs will appeal to 
readers and knitters of all ages and abilities.

With Saltwater Socks, fourth in the Saltwater Knits series, 
readers will find designs inspired by Newfoundland’s 
traditional knitting patterns. This book highlights the 
island’s culture through innovative photography, anecdotes, 
and stories. 

Vogue Knitting described the Saltwater series as “elegant,” while noting 
the outstanding quality and creativity of the books.

Christine LeGrow is the owner of Spindrift, which offers a unique 
collection of handknits in the tradition of Newfoundland.

Shirley Anne Scott is a mitten designer who specializes in combining 
history with knitting. She loves to re-create heritage garments, ensuring 
that the craft skills of our worthy ancestors are not lost.  

BOULDER

978-1-9894174-8-5 
paperback  $29.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER 

220 pages 
9 × 7½
color illustrations and 
photographs 

No Canadian Rights,  
U.S. only
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TOP 170 UNUSUAL THINGS  
TO SEE IN ONTARIO
Ron Brown

Praise for the 4th Edition:
“The sights stand out for their splendor or quirkiness. Some are 
natural wonders, others are man-made. They might be tricky to 
find or perched so close that you’ll wonder how you missed them.”
— Toronto Star

This revised and expanded edition of the classic guide to Ontario’s 
most fascinating things offers local travelers and out-of-province 
visitors alike even more interesting, quirky and odd places to visit. 
Here are train rides, ferry trips, scenic roads and unusual natural and 
manmade attractions. The previous editions of this book have sold 
more than 100,000 copies.

Author Ron Brown is an expert on the unusual. In his relentless quest 
to discover yet more of Ontario’s rarities, Brown has traveled nearly 
everywhere in the province, and since this book’s previous edition, 
he has been on the road again exploring. From the many places he’s 
visited, he has selected 12 new unusual spots for this edition of Top 
170 Unusual Things to See in Ontario:

• The Domes of Kingston; Ontario’s Grandest City Hall
• North America’s Dry Stone Wall Capital; The Irish Fences of Amherst 

Island
• Surprising Sarnia; an environmental success story 
• Tribute to a Fallen Chief; The Tecumseh Monument
• The Tragedy of Jumbo
• Lighting up the Night; Niagara Falls’ Newest Attraction
• From on High; the Basilica of Our Lady Immaculate, Guelph
• From Bricks to Broccoli; Toronto’s Evergreen Brickworks
• Canada’s Midway; Clifton Hill in Niagara Falls
• Ontario’s Tiniest Schoolhouse
• Oshawa’s “Tank Museum”
• High Park’s Rare Black Oak Savannahs.

All destinations are updated with detailed maps that pinpoint every 
location, and the entries are grouped by general location.

Thoroughly researched and written in an inviting style, Top 170 
Unusual Things to See in Ontario offers fascinating stories with 
background, location and accompanying color photographs. Most 
places are easy to reach from Ontario’s major population centers and 
border American cities and towns. For those who want to see the heart 
and soul of Ontario, it takes a knowledgeable guide with a passion for 
the unusual. Ron Brown is that guide.

Ron Brown is an award-winning author and travel writer. An authority 
on Ontario’s geography, Brown has written more than two dozen books 
on ghost towns and unusual roadside attractions of Ontario, as well as 
on Canada’s lesser-known heritage features. He has shared his stories 
on radio and TV, and his travel articles have been featured in numerous 
North American newspapers and magazines. He lives in Toronto, 
Ontario.

7th EDITION

BOSTON MILLS PRESS

978-1-990140-02-0
paperback  $29.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER 

360 pages
7½ × 9½
170 full color 
photographs, maps, index

Rights: World

Previous edition (paperback): 978-0-2281-0178-9

TRAVEL & REGIONAL INTEREST
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TOP 150 UNUSUAL THINGS  
TO SEE IN ALBERTA
Debbie Olsen

Have you ever wanted to dine in a water tower, explore the site of a 
former beaver ranch or take a scenic potty break in a mountain-top 
outhouse? Top 150 Unusual Things to See in Alberta is the ultimate 
guide for travelers looking for the quirky, unique and inspiring side of 
Alberta. Travel writer and author Debbie Olsen, a proud Albertan who’s 
visited nearly every corner of the province, has assembled a list of 
over 150 unusual places, things to see and events that make Alberta 
one-of-a-kind — from its dozens of roadside attractions and surprising 
landforms to its fascinating historical sites and off-beat museums. 

Organized into four regions — South of Calgary, Edmonton to Calgary, 
the Alberta Rockies and North of Edmonton — this guidebook takes 
you on a journey across the province, with lively text that sheds light on 
each location’s interesting history, as well as maps, contact information, 
fact boxes and color photographs that bring the spots to life. Here 
are just a few of the unusual, obscure and intriguing things you’ll read 
about:

• The Fort Museum, Fort Macleod: the birthplace of the RCMP 
Musical Ride

• Maggie’s Diner, Tack and Feed, High River: the set of the hit TV 
show Heartland

• Donalda and District Museum, Donalda: the world’s largest 
collection of oil lamps

• World Famous Gopher Hole Museum, Torrington: Alberta’s first 
gopher museum

• Abraham Lake’s Ice Bubbles: the world’s most beautiful ice 
bubbles

• Lake Minnewanka and Minnewanka Landing: the site of Banff’s 
sunken ghost town

• Fort Chipewyan Ice Road: the winter road that connects Fort 
McMurray to Fort Chipewyan and Fort Smith

• Wood Buffalo National Park’s Beaver Dam: the world’s largest 
beaver dam, which can be seen from space.

The book also features themed entries, such as museums that 
celebrate Alberta’s energy production, unusual roadside attractions, 
unusual bathrooms (for regular people), unusual festivals and events, 
and unusual foods invented in Alberta. Top 150 Unusual Things to 
See in Alberta is a fun and entertaining jaunt for armchair travelers and 
road trippers alike. 

Debbie Olsen is an award-winning Alberta-based travel writer who 
loves to explore natural areas around the world. She is the coauthor of 
200 Nature Hot Spots in Alberta, the editor and main contributing writer 
of 150 Nature Hot Spots in Canada and has written for nine Fodor’s 
guidebooks about Alberta. She also writes a regular travel column for 
the Calgary Herald.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0372-1
paperback  $29.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

272 pages
7½ × 9½
full color photographs, 
maps, index

Rights: World
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WHEN I’M GONE
Practical Notes for Those You Leave Behind
Kathleen Fraser

The success of this book — with 150,000 sold — speaks to our aging 
population and an increased interest in writing wills, preparing medical 
care directives, preplanning funerals and making it easier for surviving 
family members to manage the details at the passing of loved ones.

Elegantly designed and tastefully illustrated, When I’m Gone is a 
fill-in record book and a resource manual to record all the little details 
of life so that, when someone is absent, for whatever reason, those 
left behind can cope. The book provides a place to give instructions 
concerning the issues we think of first — legal and financial — but also 
all of the day-to-day details of the household and the personal notes 
and information we usually never get around to writing down.

The book includes useful information and space to write in instructions 
on how to contact key people and where to locate essential 
documents, such as wills, powers of attorney, medical care directives 
and living wills. It also provides a space to jot down important 
information like banking details, home and car maintenance records, 
PINs, passwords, the location of keys, phone numbers, addresses and 
so much more.

Important matters that can be recorded here include:

• Insurance, lawyers, bank, investment and pension details, deeds and 
mortgages

• Healthcare and medical records and directives
• Funeral arrangements and last wishes
• Setting up trusts and choosing guardians for children and dependant 

adults
• Care of pets
• Maintenance of homes and vehicles
• Access to digital records and operation of computers and other 

devices
• Instructions for favorite belongings.

This new edition of When I’m Gone has been updated to reflect 
changes in laws, customs and technology over the past decade, 
touching on everything from digital storage of family photos to green 
funerals to medically assisted dying. Space has been added for writing 
more of your own information. Everyone wants to keep better track of 
their records, and author Kathleen Fraser has designed the perfect way 
to do so with as little effort as possible. 

Kathleen Fraser is an editor, author, wife, mother, daughter, aunt and 
oldest sister, and now a grandmother, and she feels responsible for 
almost everyone in her family. She lives in Mississauga, Ontario.

3rd EDITION, REVISED

BOSTON MILLS PRESS

978-1-990140-01-3
sewn paperback  $19.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

160 pages
7½ × 10
two-color linocut 
illustrations throughout, 
document pouch, 
bibliography, index

Rights: World

Previous edition: 978-1-77085-046-0 (concealed wiro-bound 
hardcover)
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THE CROOKED KNIFE
A Nell Munro Mystery
Jan Morrison

Constable Nell Munro, of the Sheshatshiu reserve, is angry and in 
danger of losing her job. 

A teacher, Jay Tuck, has been found dead, a crooked knife nearby. 
A two-spirit Innu youth named Pashin is the main suspect, but Nell 
doesn’t buy it. Local activists implore her to keep digging but when 
she does, Nell is threatened and worse — so are the kids she cares 
about. Even when the lead investigator puts Nell on probation for her 
big mouth, she keeps going. Who is responsible for the recent chaos 
on the reserve, and why do people who fight it end up either very quiet 
or very dead?

Author Jan Morrison was raised in the back of an avocado green 
station wagon. An air-force brat, her family was either relocating or 
taking to the back roads on summer holidays. While working with 
Innu youth in Sheshatshiu, Labrador, Jan, a playwright, poet and 
psychotherapist, was inspired to write The Crooked Knife, her debut 
novel. When not writing, Jan is in her garden or rambling the shoreline 
near her home in Prospect, Nova Scotia.

BOULDER

978-1-9894174-6-1
paperback  $22.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER 

250 pages
5½ × 8½

No Canadian Rights,  
U.S. only

THE SHADOW OF WAR
Timothy S Johnston

In the world’s undersea realms, the superpowers are pressing. Climate 
change is ravaging the surface nations, and their militaries are surging 
into the oceans to seek out new resources to sustain their exploding 
populations. Now Truman McClusky, mayor of the underwater city, 
Trieste, must gather a team of operatives and travel the world to steal 
the most unique and deadly weapon ever invented for use underwater. 
War is looming, and to win a war, one must do whatever it takes, even if 
it means embracing your darker side.

Timothy S. Johnston is an award-winning writer of futuristic and 
contemporary mystery/thrillers. He is the author of the Rise of Oceania 
series including Fatal Depth, An Island of Light, The Savage Deeps and 
The War Beneath. He lives in southwestern Ontario.

The other books in the Rise of Oceania series by Timothy S Johnston:

The War Beneath 9781771484718
The Savage Deeps 9781771485067
Fatal Depth 9781554555574
An Island of Light 9781554555819

FITZHENRY & WHITESIDE

978-1-55455-600-7
paperback  $21.95
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

416 pages
5½ × 8½

No Canadian Rights,  
U.S. only
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YOURS, FOR PROBABLY ALWAYS
Martha Gellhorn’s Letters of Love and War 
1930–1949
Janet Somerville

“An engrossing collection that burnishes Gellhorn’s reputation as 
an astute observer, insightful writer, and uniquely brave woman.”
—Kirkus (starred review)

“This carefully curated collection ... reveals the exciting life of a 
brilliant woman whose work paved the way for many who followed 
behind her.”
—The Globe and Mail  

“What a pleasure reading her correspondence and being reminded 
of how beautifully she wrote, filled with passion and insight.” —
Azar Nafisi

“An essential book ... Janet Somerville has done a marvelous job 
with marvelous material. Bravo.” —Ward Just

Martha Gellhorn was a strong-willed, self-made, modern woman 
whose journalism, and life, were widely influential at the time and 
cleared a path for women who came after her. An ardent anti-fascist, 
she abhorred “objectivity shit” and wrote about real people doing 
real things with intelligence and passion. She is most famous, to her 
enduring exasperation, as Ernest Hemingway’s third wife. Long after 
their divorce, her short tenure as “Mrs. Hemingway” from 1940 to 1945 
invariably eclipsed her writing and, consequently, she never received 
her full due.

Yours, for Probably Always is a curated collection of letters 
between Gellhorn and the extraordinary personalities that were her 
correspondents in the most interesting time of her life. Through these 
letters and the author’s contextual narrative, the book covers Gellhorn’s 
life and work, including her time reporting for Harry Hopkins and 
America’s Federal Emergency Relief Administration in the 1930s, her 
newspaper and magazine reportage during the Spanish Civil War, World 
War II and the Vietnam War, and her relationships with Hemingway 
and General James M. Gavin late in the war, and her many lovers and 
affairs.

Gellhorn’s life, reportage, fiction and correspondence reveal her 
passionate advocacy of social justice and her need to tell the stories 
of “the people who were the sufferers of history.” Renewed interest in 
her life makes this collection, packed with newly discovered letters and 
pictures, fascinating reading.

Janet Somerville taught literature for 20 years in Toronto. Since 2015, 
she has been wholly immersed in Martha Gellhorn’s life and words, 
privileged to have ongoing access to Gellhorn’s restricted papers in 
Boston, Massachusetts.

NOW IN PAPERBACK

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0395-0
paperback  $29.95
Ctn qty:

SEPTEMBER

528 pages
6½ × 9¼
32 pages of color 
and black and white 
photographs, timeline, 
selected further reading, 
letter citations, notes, 
index 

Rights: World English

Previous edition (hardcover): 978-0-2281-0186-4
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LOVE YOU FOREVER

LOVE YOU FOREVER  
POP-UP EDITION
Robert Munsch
Illustrated by Sheila McGraw

The much-loved bestseller, in a pop-up edition. 

When we published Love You Forever in 1986, we thought it had great 
appeal. 

But we had no idea that booksellers would love it and sell 35 million 
copies. 

Now there is a gift edition whose characters move! 

A young mother holds her baby, and while she sings to him she rocks 
him back and forth. 

And through her life, and the stages of his life, she holds her son and 
rocks him back and forth as she tells him that she will love him forever. 

In double-page spreads and gatefolds, the whole text of Love 
You Forever is in this book, and enhanced with three-dimensional 
elements. But even better is the feature that moves — as the chorus is 
sung, you can move the characters back and forth. 

This makes a wonderful extra feature for young readers, the 
grandchildren of people who raised their own children with this story 
and who want to pass it to a new generation. 

Paper engineering by Bruce Foster. 

Robert Munsch is the bestselling, widely celebrated author of more 
than 50 books for children. Love You Forever is his internationally 
bestselling book with over 35 million copies sold. He lives in Guelph, 
Ontario. 

Sheila McGraw has illustrated many children’s books and written 
bestselling craft books. She lives in Houston, Texas. 

BACK IN PRINT

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-965-4
hardcover pop-up  $29.95
Ctn qty: 20

OCTOBER

Ages 4–6
14 pages
8¼ × 8¼
full color throughout, 
gatefolds and moving 
elements

Rights: World English, 
French, Spanish
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LOVE YOU FOREVER
Robert Munsch
illustrated by Sheila McGraw

There are 3 million new children in America and Canada each 
year — and every family is touched by this book.

Available in six formats, as well as in Spanish and French, Love 
You Forever is a “must” for every bookstore.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-920668-37-5
paperback   
$5.95 US / $6.95 CDN
Ctn qty: 100

AVAILABLE 

All Ages
32 pages
8 × 8
full color illustrations 
throughout

Rights: World

Also available: 978-0-920668-36-8
8 × 8 plastic-laminated 
hardcover  $14.95
Ctn qty: 25

Also available: 978-1-55209-109-8
11 × 11 hardcover  
$19.95
Ctn qty: 32

Also available: 978-1-895565-66-9
8 × 8 slipcased hardcover  
$24.95
Ctn qty: 30

Also available: 978-0-2281-0104-8
board book   
$8.95 US / $9.95 CDN
Ctn qty: 30

Celebrating its 36th year in print — 
with 35 million copies sold!

Spanish and French editions:

Siempre te querré
(Spanish)
978-1-895565-01-0  $6.95 
paperback

Je t’aimerai toujours
(French)
978-0-920668-49-8  $7.95 
paperback

978-0-2281-0185-7  $9.95 
board book

LOVE YOU FOREVER
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JUVENILE NON-FICTION

FIREFLY BOOKS
Once Upon a Potty BOY

978-0-2281-0237-3
board book 
shrinkwrapped  $16.95
Ctn qty: 24

SEPTEMBER

Ages 1–4
8 pages
7 × 7½
full color illustrations 
throughout, sound bar

Rights: World English

FIREFLY BOOKS
Once Upon a Potty GIRL

978-0-2281-0238-0
board book 
shrinkwrapped  $16.95
Ctn qty: 24

SEPTEMBER

Ages 1–4
8 pages
7 × 7½
full color illustrations 
throughout, sound bar

Rights: World English

PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED

ONCE UPON A POTTY — BOY
ONCE UPON A POTTY — GIRL

The all-time favorite, now with sound button technology.

There are 28.9 million children under the age of five in the U.S. and all of 
them will need to be toilet trained. This classic book has already helped 
millions of parents get their children through a life milestone with ease 
and some entertainment too.

With Once Upon a Potty, a parent reads the book to their child or 
allows the child to read it while on the potty. Not surprisingly, the book 
takes some wear. This new edition will withstand such heavy use.

The four sound buttons cover the essentials, with a dose of 
amusement: a trumpet fanfare for success; kitty meows (is it a milk 
bowl?); birds singing; and the flush-it’s-all-gone finale. The three AG-13 
button cell 1.5V batteries are removable and replaceable, and access is 
childproof. 

Since 1975, Once Upon a Potty has been THE potty training book. 
It has it all: bright graphics, simple language, a fun story and an 
anatomically correct hero. With an edition for each gender, the book 
relates directly to the child, making potty-training relatable and easy to 
understand. More than four million copies have sold worldwide. 

Alona Frankel is the author and illustrator of 30 children’s books. Her 
characters “Joshua” and “Prudence” from the Potty books have gone 
on to star in other stories and in videos and instruction books.

See all other editions on page 108.
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FEELING SLEEPY
Drift off to Sleep with Your Animal Friends
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

Follow Panda and her drowsy friends to bedtime!

This remarkable picture book is based on popular relaxation techniques 
for children. Reading it with small children is a simple but very effective 
way to encourage the little ones to drop off to sleep. It provides a 
stress-free end of the day for children and their parents.

The sun starts to set and the cub gives a yawn-
He’s pounced and he’s played with his sisters since dawn.
If you open your mouth and breathe very deeply,
You’ll yawn like a lion and start to feel sleepy.

Touch the lion cub’s pink tongue, the panda’s soft fur, the polar bear’s 
white leg and drift off to sleep.FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0317-2
board book  
$9.95 US / $12.95 CDN
Ctn qty: 30

AVAILABLE
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12 pages in color
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5 die-cut fabric inserts, 
foil stamping inside and 
on cover 

Rights: U.S. & Canada

FEELING HUNGRY
Mealtimes Made Easy With Your Animal Friends
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

Follow Rabbit and her hungry friends in their mealtime adventures!

This delightful picture book helps to promote healthy and positive 
attitudes to food through simple proven strategies. It will help take the 
stress out of meals for both parents and children. Eat nuts with squirrel, 
wash the mud off with piggy, get ready with penguin chicks, and get 
down to it with chipmunk, lemur and stork.

Try not to guzzle, or eat with a slurp
Or finish your meals with a fart and a burp.
Look at this chipmunk just stuffing her face
With nut after nut — will she run out of space?

And then caress the rabbit’s fur and the penguins’ soft feathers, and 
enjoy your food.

Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham have one main objective 
— to inspire the next generation to get out and appreciate the natural 
world. Caz Buckingham and Andrea Pinnington are the founders of 
Fine Feather Press, which promotes a love of nature in children from an 
early age. They live near Farnham, UK.

FIREFLY BOOKS
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board book  
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SMASH
Adam Schafer
Illustrations by Noel Tuazon

A young child, frustrated by all the things they can’t do, finds 
satisfaction in smashing stuff. When they realize they can build things 
by putting together the broken pieces, it’s a creative breakthrough! 

This is a story for all ages about identity and finding one’s gifts. 

Adam Schafer grew up immersed in books, art, movies and comics. 
He studied film at Humber College and he currently works in visual 
effects production, having helped make such films as The Shape of 
Water and Nightmare Alley. He strives to make his picture books a 
cinematic experience.

Noel Tuazon moved to Canada from the Philippines in the 1970s. He 
studied fine arts at University of Toronto’s Erindale campus and, later, 
took storyboard and drawing courses at a small animation school (Max 
the Mutt). He currently works full time at Nelvana Animation and, when 
his schedule allows, draws comics and children’s books.

RED DEER PRESS

978-0-88995-635-3
hardcover  $19.95
Ctn qty:
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Ages 5–8
32 pages
8½ × 11
full color illustrations 
throughout

No Canadian Rights,  
U.S. only
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FOX AND BEAR
Written and Illustrated by Miriam Körner

Fox and Bear live happily in the forest until Fox decides to make life 
more productive and efficient. When Fox’s inventions set off a chain of 
events that complicates life in unexpected ways, Bear is faced with the 
difficult decision about how he wants to live. This a modern fable that 
raises existential questions for readers of all ages.

Miriam Körner is an award-winning author and illustrator who lives 
in Northern Saskatchewan in a small cabin surrounded by quickly 
vanishing old-growth forest. Her young adult novels and picture book 
collaborations express her love and concern for the natural world. The 
illustrations for Fox and Bear were created using recycled paper cut-
outs and cardboard dioramas. She is the author of young adult novels 
Yellow Dog and Qaqavii.
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BACK IN STOCK
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SOUND BOOK WINNERS

THE LITTLE BOOK OF  
WOODLAND BIRD SONGS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

Hear the songs and learn about 12 of North America’s woodland 
birds.

Being able to identify a bird’s song is a skill that brings joy and fosters 
an appreciation of nature. Some bird songs are distinctive and easily 
recognized, like the common loon and wild turkey. Hawks as a group 
are distinctive but the individual species vary, as do the owls. Picking 
up the songs of a Black-capped Chickadee and a White-breasted 
Nuthatch, however, is not easy. That is where this enchanting book 
comes into its own.

The Little Book of Woodland Bird Songs features recordings of 12 
bird songs from some of the best-known woodland species seen and 
heard in North America. It is an interactive board book that is ideal for 
curious young readers. The sturdy pages are easy to turn and the 12 
song buttons, each with a portrait of the bird, are easy to activate. The 
high-quality sound module is encased in durable plastic and the 1-inch 
(3-cm) speaker makes it easy to hear and differentiate the elements of 
the bird’s song, such as pitch, tempo and trills.

THE LITTLE BOOK OF  
BACKYARD BIRD SONGS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

“It’s the sort of book which children have to plead with the adults 
to let them have a look at. Everything about it is superb. Highly 
recommended.”
— The Bookbag.co.uk 

Being able to identify a bird’s song is a skill that brings joy and fosters 
an appreciation of nature. Learning how to differentiate between the 
songs of a house finch and a goldfinch, however, is not easy. That is 
where this enchanting book comes into its own. It features recordings 
of 12 bird songs from some of the best-known garden bird species 
seen and heard across North America.

This is an interactive board book designed for any age with features for 
young readers. The board pages are easy to turn. The 12 song buttons 
are easy to activate and each bears a portrait of the singing bird. The 
high-quality sound module is encased in durable plastic, and the 1-inch 
(3 cm) speaker makes it easy to hear and differentiate the elements of a 
bird’s song, like pitch, tempo, whistles, trills and buzzes.

All 12 birds have winter or summer ranges in the United States and 
Canada. This means that readers are sure to see most if not all the 
birds.
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SOUND BOOK WINNERS

THE LITTLE BOOK OF  
DINOSAUR SOUNDS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

Rumble! Hiss! Squawk! Thwack! With just the touch of a button, readers 
can travel back 65 million years and more to find out what these 12 
extraordinary creatures sounded like, from the trombone-like call of 
Parasaurolophus to the low-frequency rumble of T-Rex. Twelve of the 
most iconic dinosaur species are brilliantly brought to life with amazing 
images, fascinating facts and the authentic primeval sounds. The 
dinosaur noises have been reconstructed in collaboration with leading 
paleontologist Thomas Williamson, and are based on the very latest 
paleoacoustic research.

The child-friendly book brings the sounds of a long-lost world to life for 
young dinosaur fans.

Features include accurate text and 12 realistic illustrations on sturdy 
pages, authentic sounds, a high-quality sound module allowing for 
replaceable batteries, and packaging that conforms to required safety 
standards.

This is a surefire treat for all young dinosaur enthusiasts. 

THE LITTLE BOOK OF  
SAFARI ANIMAL SOUNDS
Andrea Pinnington and Caz Buckingham

Children (and adults) will marvel over the haunting sounds of the African 
savannah featured in this companion to The Little Book of Backyard 
Bird Songs. The roaring lions, laughing hyenas and trumpeting 
elephants will transport readers on a sensory adventure surpassed only 
by a real safari.

The interactive board book is designed for any age with features safe 
for young readers. The pages are easy to turn and feature fascinating 
facts and “Did You Know” sidebars alongside a beautifully rendered 
portrait of the animal. 

The 12 safari animals featured are:
• Lion
• African Fish Eagle
• African Elephant
• Spotted Hyena
• Black-backed Jackal
• Hippopotamus

• Grey Go-away Bird
• Pearl-spotted Owlet
• Plains Zebra
• Bubbling Kassina Frog
• Chacma Baboon
• Cheetah.
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HOW TO RAISE MONARCH 
BUTTERFLIES
A Step-by-Step Guide for Kids
Carol Pasternak 

Revel in one of the most remarkable miracles of nature.

“The breezy and down-to-earth text ... nicely communicates the 
wonder ... Especially effective is the eight-pictured depiction of the 
development of the caterpillar into a chrysalis.”
—School Library Journal 

Observing a Monarch butterfly as it transforms itself from caterpillar to 
chrysalis to butterfly is among the most thrilling experiences that nature 
offers. Raising Monarch butterflies is made easy with the help of this 
detailed guide. 

How to Raise Monarch Butterflies explains what threats Monarchs 
face today and how readers can help conserve the Monarch’s feeding 
grounds from encroachment. Revel in one of the most remarkable 
miracles of nature. 

This updated edition contains: 
• More than 40 new colorful and detailed photos
• More secrets to help you find eggs and caterpillars
• Instructions on how to feed a monarch and more details on their care
• Expanded information on varieties and propagation of milkweed
• New page on the diverse insects in the milkweed patch
• New suggestions for starting a butterfly garden, including a large 

photograph of an outstanding Monarch Waystation. 

Carol Pasternak is a photographer, personal trainer and educator who 
raises Monarch butterflies with her family in Toronto, Ontario. 

SAVE THE MONARCHS

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-002-6
paperback  $9.95
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HOW TO FEED BACKYARD BIRDS
A Step-by-Step Guide for Kids
Chris Earley 

How to Feed Backyard Birds: A Step-by-Step Guide for Kids is 
the perfect resource for beginners who are young (and not so young) 
to discover the joy of attracting birds to your yard. Bird lover and 
expert Chris Earley wants to share his passion for our colorful singing 
and flying neighbors with the whole family. This easy-to-read book 
helps readers of all ages not only attract and identify birds but also 
understand bird behavior and their relationship to the environment. A 
wide variety of feeders and feed types are presented with helpful tips 
on how to attract different kinds of birds.

Packed into this easy book: 

• Why feeding birds is important
• How to build your own feeders
• How to foil squirrels and other predators
• Attracting birds with natural foods and water
• Hand feeding do’s and don’ts
• Recognizing and identifying birds
• Which plants in your garden will attract birds?
• Bird conservation efforts and how to get involved.

Colorfully designed and full of photographs, How to Feed Backyard 
Birds: A Step-by-Step Guide for Kids will feed the curiosity and 
imagination of young lovers of nature. 

Chris Earley is a zoologist and environmental biologist. He is the 
Interpretive Biologist and Education Coordinator at The Arboretum, 
University of Guelph. His previous books include Falcons in the City, 
Dragonflies, Caterpillars and Feed the Birds. He lives in Guelph, 
Ontario. 

FIREFLY BOOKS
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Just reprinted

ESCAPE FROM SYRIA
Story by Samya Kullab; illustrations by Jackie Roche; colors 
by Mike Freiheit  

“In league with Art Spiegelman’s Maus and Marjane Satrapi’s 
Persepolis, this is a must-purchase for any teen or adult graphic 
novel collection.”
—School Library Journal (starred review) 

From the pen of former Daily Star (Lebanon) reporter Samya Kullab 
comes this breathtaking and hard-hitting story of one family’s 
struggle to survive in the face of war, displacement, poverty and 
relocation. 

96 pages · 8 × 10 · 978-0-2281-0277-9 · $9.95 paperback
Rights: World

RISING SEAS
Flooding, Climate Change and Our New World
Keltie Thomas; illustrated by Belle Wuthrich and Kath Boake W.

Rising Seas: Flooding, Climate Change and Our New World gives 
youth an eye-popping view of what the Earth might look like under the 
rising and falling water levels of climate change. Photographs juxtapose 
the present-day with that same area’s projected future. The shocking 
images will help them understand the urgency for action. Key issues in 
today’s news will be better understood, such as the 2015 Paris Protocol 
in which the world agreed to limit temperature increases to 2 degrees 
Celsius (ideally 1.5 degree).

64 pages · 9 × 11 · 978-0-2281-0021-8 · $9.95 paperback
Rights: World

DREAMING OF HORSES
Nicola Jane Swinney; photography by Bob Langrish 

Horses are celebrated around the globe for their beauty, grace 
and power. Dreaming of Horses features spreads on a multitude of 
breeds, and is packed with stunning photographs of each breed 
in its color varieties, including at least one full-body image of the 
horse in motion. Descriptive text tells the story of the breed from 
its beginnings; its role in the histories of kings and wars, peasants 
and industry; the characteristics for which it is prized; and how it 
rose from humble working horse to elite companion and valuable 
performer.

96 pages · 8½ × 11 · 978-0-2281-0209-0 · $14.95 paperback
Rights: U.S., Canada, UK and Australia
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ANNA MARIA &  
MAESTRO VIVALDI
Text by Jan L. Coates
Illustrations by François Thisdale

A young orphan whose only joy is the singing of her 
violin. An 18th century composer who became one of the 
most renowned figures in European classical music.   

Here, their fictionalized story unfolds as Antonio Vivaldi 
guides Anna Maria toward becoming one of the most 
celebrated violinists of her time and finding a home in 
the heart of her famiglia musicale. With Anna Maria’s 
synesthesia — her gift for “seeing” music — and an 
imagined context for the creation of  Vivaldi’s “The Four 
Seasons,” this is a poetic tale of belonging, diversity and 
music history, set amidst the striking architecture of Venice. 

Jan L. Coates is the acclaimed Canadian author of six 
middle grade novels and seven picture books. She lives 
in Wolfville, Nova Scotia, and has worked extensively with 

young people through the Writers in the Schools (WITS) program.  

François Thisdale is an author and award-winning illustrator living 
near Montreal, Quebec, with his wife and daughter. His trademark 
multi-textured images are the product of a unique blend of traditional 
drawing, photography and richly textured painting techniques 
interwoven with digital imagery, notably in Poetree.

RED DEER PRESS

978-0-88995-645-2
hardcover  $19.95
Ctn qty:
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Poetree
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882½ AMAZING ANSWERS TO YOUR 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THE TITANIC
Hugh Brewster and Laurie Coulter

“For all trivia lovers this is a great book of questions and answers... 
and would prove useful to anyone who has an interest in the topic 
from young readers through to adults.” —Resource Links

It’s all here. The financiers and founders of the White Star Line; the 
building and launch; the ship’s features; the crew and passengers; 
the fateful collision; the scramble for lifeboats; the sinking and the 
survivors; the high-tech discovery of the wreck; the movie.... 882½ 
Amazing Answers to Your Questions About the Titanic is packed 
with all of the intriguing details and fascinating facts that tell the true 
story.

It puts myths to rest and confirms the truth. Was the Titanic really 
unsinkable? Were third-class passengers locked down below? Were 
there enough lifeboats? Was there a Jack Dawson? Did the Heart of the 
Ocean diamond really exist? Was there a murderer aboard the ship?

Illustrated with dozens of accurate paintings, diagrams and rare 
photographs, the book’s special features include the making of James 
Cameron’s movie Titanic, a true-or-false quiz and the real-life stories of 
the young people who sailed on the fateful voyage.

TITANIC
Jim Pipe

A large-format, fully illustrated exploration of the Titanic that gives both 
the sailing experience as well as the tragic end. Includes reproductions 
of period items, a narrated tour of the ship, eyewitness accounts and 
the official investigation.

Author Jim Pipe assumes the role of one of the many journalists that 
covered the maiden voyage. He describes the facts: the financiers and 
builders, the shipyard, the layout and state-of-the-art technology, the 
passengers, the appointments, staterooms, dining rooms and more, 
and also the “hidden” spaces used by the lower-class passengers and 
the crew.... And of course, he conveys the public astonishment at this 
new “wonder of the world,” the biggest ship ever, and unsinkable!

The narrator’s imaginary account is combined with period photographs, 
illustrations, tip-ins, booklets and other ephemera and eyewitness 
accounts of the sinking, including those by surviving children. He 
covers the aftermath of the tragedy and includes the reports and 
inquiries of the official investigation.

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0151-2
plastic laminated 
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UNSINKABLE LUCILE
How a Farm Girl Became the Queen of Fashion 
and Survived the Titanic
by Hugh Brewster, illustrated by Laurie McGaw

Before Chanel there was Lucile.

She was one of the world’s most glamorous women and the most 
famous fashionista of the Edwardian age. Yet, couturiere Lucile, Lady 
Duff Gordon was born as just plain Lucy Sutherland and grew up in a 
stone farmhouse in Ontario, Canada. How she went from a backwoods 
farm to presiding over an international fashion empire is a remarkable 
story of unshakeable determination and female achievement at a time 
when it was thought that a woman’s place was in the home. 

Unsinkable Lucile is a lavishly illustrated story of Lucile’s lively 
childhood, her rise to the top of the fashion world and her survival of 
the Titanic disaster and its aftermath, during which she was unjustly 
vilified. Time and time again, she proved that nothing could sink her 
spirits or stop her drive to innovate and create.  

Among Lucile’s many innovations were the first fashion shows, the first 
fashion models and the Edwardian craze for oversized hats. She also 
helped free women from the corset and coined the word “chic.” Lucile 
was also a fashion adviser to millions and the creator of clothes seen in 
over 115 movies. 

Replete with historical photos and beautiful paintings by award-winning 
illustrator Laurie McGaw, Unsinkable Lucile is a humorous, touching 
and empowering tale of a woman who beat the odds, never backed 
down and changed the world of fashion forever. 

Hugh Brewster is an award-winning author, editor, historian and 
playwright who has written 13 books for young readers. Hugh 
worked with Dr. Robert Ballard, discoverer of the Titanic, to create the 
international bestseller The Discovery of the Titanic and Exploring the 
Titanic. Hugh oversaw the creation of Titanic: An Illustrated History, 
a book that provided inspiration for James Cameron’s film. His other 
titles include 882 ½ Amazing Answers to All Your Questions About 
the Titanic; Deadly Voyage (I Am Canada series); Gilded Lives, Fatal 
Voyage; Anastasia’s Album; Carnation, Lily, Lily, Rose; The Other 
Mozart; and Dinosaurs in Your Backyard. 

Laurie McGaw has previously collaborated with Hugh Brewster 
on a number of award-winning illustrated books, including Polar 
the Titanic Bear, which has sold over 680,000 copies and was 
nominated for a Governor General’s Award. Her other titles include 
To Be a Princess, African Princess and Journey to Ellis Island. She is 
a renowned portraitist and has painted portraits of Oscar Peterson, 
Norman Jewison and David Suzuki among others. She has also been 
commissioned to create 34 coins for the Royal Canadian Mint.

FIREFLY BOOKS
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THE SECRET WORLD  
OF LICHENS
A Young Naturalist’s Guide
Troy McMullin

Lichens are complex life forms that are the result of a symbiotic 
partnership between multiple organisms, usually a fungus and an 
alga or cyanobacteria. Though often overlooked or mistaken for other 
organisms like moss, lichens are a critical part of each ecosystem they 
inhabit and are important sources of food, absorbers of carbon dioxide 
and biomonitors that help scientists detect air pollutants, among their 
many other functions. 

The Secret World of Lichens is a beginner naturalist’s guide to the 
wonderful world of lichens. Written in collaboration with the Canadian 
Museum of Nature by the Museum’s chief lichenologist Troy McMullin, 
the book introduces the reader to lichens — what they are, how they 
look and what they can do — and then takes them on a survey of 40 of 
the most interesting and unique species of lichen in the world. Here are 
some of the curiously named lichens you’ll find in these pages:

• Arctic Finger Lichen
• Blushing Rock Tripe
• Devil’s Matchstick
• Green Specklebelly

The Secret World of Lichens features stunning, full-page photos, 
detailed captions, fact boxes and a glossary of key lichen terms. 
This compact guide will make a wonderful gift for curious naturalists, 
young and old, who want to learn about the fascinating lives of 
these important organisms, and find them in the city, suburbs and 
countryside. 

Troy McMullin is a research scientist in lichenology at the Canadian 
Museum of Nature and one of the foremost lichenologists in North 
America. He is currently the president of the Field Botanists of Ontario, 
an adjunct professor at Carleton University, a member of the Lichen 
Specialist Group for the IUCN and a research associate at Memorial 
University of Newfoundland. Troy has published extensively in both the 
academic and popular media spheres. 
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• Mealy Pixie Cup
• Methuselah’s Beard Lichen
• Toy Soldiers
• Wrinkled Shingle Lichen.
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BEHIND THE LABEL
Lorna Schultz Nicholson

Gloria, an impulsive, naïve and likeable teen with Fetal Alcohol 
Spectrum Disorder (FASD), tries to keep her family together while their 
mother’s addictions threaten a move to foster care. Willa, an older 
teen with a learning disability (LD), wants to play in a rock band where 
her gifts truly shine, but her mother’s controlling and perfectionistic 
personality — and Willa’s increasingly abusive boyfriend — cause her 
unhappiness. When Gloria and Willa are partnered in a school club, 
they soon come to appreciate and depend on each other in a world 
that at times seems counter to their dreams. 

This is the fifth book in Lorna Shultz Nicholson’s One-2-One series 
about a diverse group of fictional teens connected through a Best 
Buddies high-school program. 

Lorna Schultz Nicholson has published children’s picture books, 
middle grade fiction, YA fiction and non-fiction hockey books. Her 
books have been nominated for many awards and are often on the 
CCBC Best Books for Kids and Teens. The first four books in her One-
2-One series were nominated for the Red Maple Forest of Reading 
award. Her most recent book is When You Least Expect It. Lorna lives 
in Edmonton, Alberta with her husband and the quirky dog she rescued 
from Mexico.

NEW IN THE ONE-2-ONE SERIES
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KNIGHT OF THE RAILS
Christine Welldon

Thirteen-year-old Billy Knight leaves home to “ride the rails” across 
Canada during the 1930s. His encounters with a wide cast of 
characters — including fellow drifters and grifters; kid gangs; crooks; 
idealists; ragtag philosophers; and railroad bulls; as well as everyday 
folk simply trying to get by — provide much more than he bargained 
for. And for the first time, he realizes that riding the rails is not just 
an adventure. It also speaks to the bravery of those drifting like 
tumbleweeds across the country and seeking a better life. And just 
like the railway on which Billy travels, the narrative surges unstoppably 
forward, offering up an adventure both life-changing and unforgettable.

Christine Welldon is a Canadian author who loves bringing history 
to life for her readers. She has written many creative non-fiction and 
historical fiction books including Children of the Titanic and her recent 
novel Kid Sterling. Knight of the Rails is her second novel. RED DEER PRESS
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THE BASKETBALL GAME
Hart Snider
Art by Sean Covernton

Healing wounds and changing worldviews, all though a simple 
game of basketball.

Nine-year-old Hart is attending Jewish summer camp for the first time. 
As if that isn’t awkward enough, this summer the camp is going to play 
host to some very particular visitors, though the kids at camp don’t 
know that yet.

What everyone else knows is that in a nearby small town called 
Eckville, a teacher by the name of Jim Keegstra was fired for spreading 
anti-Semitic views in his classroom, where he told his students that the 
Holocaust was a hoax. To make matters worse, he’s also the nearby 
town’s mayor. 

To help combat Keegstra’s lies the Eckville and Jewish communities 
decide that the best path forward is to invite the students taught by 
Keegstra to the summer camp for a day of fun and fellowship. 

What transpires in this graphic memoir by filmmaker Hart Snider is a 
basketball game for all-time. 

Adapted from the NFB’s short animation of the same name, The 
Basketball Game is a poignant tale of the power of community as a 
means to rise above hatred and bigotry. In the end, as is recognized by 
the kids playing the basketball game, we’re all in this together.

Hart Snider is an Alberta-born film editor and writer. He has created 
two NFB autobiographical shorts, The Basketball Game and Shop 
Class. Hart lives in Vancouver and can usually be found either in an edit 
suite or at the park with his wife, Galit, his daughter, Leora, and their 
dog, Wolfie.

THE NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA COLLECTION

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-0-2281-0391-2
plastic-laminated 
hardcover  $19.95
Ctn qty:

OCTOBER

Ages 12–18
87 pages
6 × 8½
full color throughout

Rights: World

GRAPHIC NOVELS
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THE SOCCER BOOK
Facts and Terrific Trivia
Andrea Mills 

Chock-full of tactics, players and goals for any young soccer 
player.

The Soccer Book is the perfect book for any soccer fan or player. Its 
quirky facts and amusing photos are collected from the biggest leagues 
and tournaments in the world of international soccer. Star players and 
dream teams, clever managers, fanatical fans, memorable matches 
and incredible goals — all are here to enjoy and share with friends. The 
attractive graphics, easy text and cartoon bubbles appeal to youth. 

Topics range from team field tactics to signature moves of the sport’s 
record-smashing pros. Like Ronaldinho’s super step-over turns and the 
Panenka Penalty, a shoot-out winner used by Antonin Panenka in 1976. 
The author includes the most popular match-winning field formations 
and when they were first used, beginning with the 2-3-5 system used in 
the early 1990s. 

Facts, trivia and entertaining illustrations are included on every double-
page spread covering a single topic: 
• Then and Now 
• Giantkillers 
• Goal Machines 
• Hat-trick Heroes 
• Super Stoppers 
• The Numbers Game: The Second Half 
• Greatest Goals 
• Head to Head 
• Memorable Matches 
• World Cup Wonders 
• Final Whistle 
• Women’s Soccer 
• and much more. 

The Soccer Book is action-packed and ideal for any soccer player or 
fan, with its staggering stats and profiles of the sport’s greatest players. 

Andrea Mills is an award-winning author of many children’s and family 
reference books, including soccer and sports titles. Coming from a 
family of Gunners, she has been a lifelong soccer fan, with a season 
ticket at Arsenal for more than 20 years.

BACK IN PRINT IN TIME FOR THE WORLD CUP OF SOCCER

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-729-2
flexibound paperback  
$12.95
Ctn qty: 40

AVAILABLE

Ages 9–12
64 pages
8½ × 11¼
full color throughout, 
glossary, index 

Rights: U.S. & Canada
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BACK IN PRINT

ULTIMATE SURVIVAL GUIDE  
FOR KIDS
Rob Colson

Straightforward advice on what to do under threat of a dangerous 
situation.

The first three chapters in this book — Animal Dangers, Natural 
Dangers and Human Hazards — describe what to do in a total of 24 
specific emergencies. The fourth chapter, Basic Survival Skills, has 14 
important tips on emergency preparedness and survival skills.

Each crisis is summarized on a double-page spread with 1-2-3 what-
to-do checklists, “Fast Facts,” “Life Savers,” “Did You Know” and “If 
You” sidebars, and margin notes. The book’s eye-catching design 
features brilliant full-bleed color and dynamic action photographs.

The life-threatening scenarios include:

• What to do if you are bitten by a snake
• How to escape from a bear
• How to survive a hurricane
• How to avoid being struck by lightning
• How to escape from water in a car
• How to escape from a burning building.

The Survival Skills include:

• Planning a trip
• Finding food
• Making a shelter
• Making a fire
• Tying knots. 

Children like to feel in control. Knowing what to do in the case of an 
emergency increases the chance of survival and it also reduces fear. 
Even if readers never venture beyond the front door, they will enjoy 
Ultimate Survival Guide for Kids. 

FIREFLY BOOKS

978-1-77085-619-6
flexibound paperback   
$9.95
Ctn qty: 60

JUNE

Ages 10–13
96 pages
5 × 8
full color illustrations 
throughout, glossary, 
index 

Rights: World

Ultimate Explorer 
Guide for Kids
by Justin Miles
Ages 10 and up
96 pages · 5 × 8
978-1-77085-618-9   
$9.95 flexibound

Ultimate Mapping 
Guide for Kids
by Justin Miles
Ages 10 to 13
96 pages · 5 × 8
978-1-77085-741-4   
$9.95 flexibound

Wildlife Watcher 
Guide
by Michael Leach  
and Meriel Lland
Ages 10 to 13
96 pages · 5 × 8
978-1-77085-742-1   
$9.95 flexibound

In the same series:
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